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Introduction

Introduction

The Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tac) FAR (Federal Aviation
Regulation) Part 150 Study is an update of an existing program adopted by the
Port of Seattle in 1994. That Study recommended specific noise abatement and
mitigation measures, and resulted in the continuation of several measures
developed through a mediation agreement, to reduce noise impacts along with the
intrcxiuction of new measures. AnFAR Part 150 Study is a voluntary aircraft
noise and land use compatibility study that an airport Sponsor undertakes in an
effort to reduce the number of people affected by noise. The purpose of an FAR
Part 150 Program is very simple: to assess the noise environment, to prepare
forecasts of aviation operations, to identify land uses within the airport environs
and to explore ways to mitigate land use compatibility conflicts. In other words,
to reduce the number of people affected by noise, consistent with airport
operatlons.

e
FAR Pan 150 requires the development of Noise Exposure Maps that depict the
existing aircraft noise levels, expressed in terms of the Day-Night Noise Level
(DNL) metric, and the five year future noise levels in terms of DNL. Thus the
Study has a five year planning horizon. The threshold DNL used for compatibility
purposes is the 65 DNL noise contour. In addition to the Noise Exposure Maps, a
Noise Compatibility Program (NCP) is also required. The NCP contains the
recommendations for noise mitigation and abatement that the Sponsor is
recommending for implementation. A schedule for implementation, along with
the parties responsible for implementation are also presented in the NCP.

This FAR Part 150 Study is intended to “go tnyond” the traditional FAR Part 150
Study criteria. In other words, this Study will not only comply with and follow
the traditional Part 150 criteria but it will also evaluate aircraft noise levels
beyond the five year time frame and will present DNL noise contours beyond the
65 DNL noise contour.
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e
The result of this Study will be two fold, the aaditional FAR Part 150 Study
elements consisting of Noise Exposure Maps and a Noise Compatibility Program
for the five year planning horizon, and a longer term aircraft noise analysis
evaluating effects beyond the 65 DNL noise contour.

This first Working Paper contains the Inventory Chapter of the document. It
is a Working Paper, not a final Chapter, and is intended for review purposes.
It is anticipated that changes, corrections, deletions and additions will be made
to not only this Working Paper, as will be true with subsequent Working
Papers. An Appendix to the Working Paper contains detailed information on
the existing noise abatement program, community sound attenuation standards
and a glossary of terms.

e
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Inventory

Introduction

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tac) is the primary air transportation
hub of Washington State and the Northwest United States. The Airport is located
within King County and the City of SeaTac, approximately twelve miles south of
downtown Seattle and approximately twenty miles north of the City of Tacoma.
In 1997, the Airport was served by fifty-four airlines, with scheduled passenger
service provided by ten major carriers. There are fourteen scheduled all-cargo
carriers serving the Airport. The Airport provides non-stop air service to sixty-
seven (67) cities within the United States and fifteen (15) additional cities
worldwide, with direct flights to an additional six international cities. Sea-Tac
Airport is the eighteenth busiest airport, in terms of passengers, in the United
States, and is the primary commercial service airport for the Pacific Northwest.
In terms of operations, it is the twenty-third busiest airport in the United States.
It is the only airport which provides primary scheduled commercial service in the
Puget Sound Region. The generalized airport location is illustrated on Figure Al,
AIRPORT LOCATION MAP .

e
Sea-Tac Airport is owned and operated by the Port of Seattle, which is composed
of a five member governing My, the Port of Seattle Commission. The
Commission is elected at large to direct Port policy. The port district boundaries
are contiguous with those of King County. The Managing Director of the
Aviation Division is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the Airport.
While state enabling legislation provides the Port with a broad range of municipal
powers over the Airport property and operations, the Port does not have
jurisdiction over land use and zoning requirements to ensure compatible
development in the noise affected areas around the Airport. The Port of Seattle,
as operator of the Airport, has enacted through Port Commission Resolutions a
comprehensive program of noise abatement and mitigation measures. These are
outlined in subsequent sections of this chapter.
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e
In 1997 the Port of Seattle completed and adopted an Airport Master Plan for
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. That Master Plan contained many
recomlmndations, including the construction of a third parallel runway. The
new runway is to tB constructed approximately 1,7(X) feet west of the existing
west runway, is to tx 8,5(X) feet in length, 150 feet in width, and will include
precision instrunent approaches on tx)th ends. During the preparation of the
Airport Master Plan, an Envkonnental Impact Statemnt (EIS) was initiated to
address the environnBntal inputs of the new runway, along with other Master
Plan recomnnndations. Subsequent to the EIS and prior to a Record of
Decision, a Supplenental EIS was prepared to address the projects contained in
the Airport Master Plan. The Federal Aviation Administration issued a
favorable Record of Decision on the envhonaental dOCUImntation on July 5,
1997

In addition to these airport planning projects, the Puget Sound Regional
Council conditionally approved the addition of a third runway at Sea-Tac
Airport as an elenBnt of the area’s Metropolitan Transportation Plan. The
PSR(_' conditioned this approval with requheaents to study additional noise
reduction neasures. Due to the regional nature of this process, areas tnyond
traditional Part 150 neightDrhoods have an interest in this Part 150 Study. This
FAR Part 150 Study will evaluate traditional FAR Part 150 eleaents and tim
RaIns, which generally neans evaluating aircraft operations and noise
lmasures within the 6ve-year tian Bane dictated by Part 150. However, this
Study will also evaluate the noise aaects, in general, that result from the
addition of the third runway. These eleaents will not tn evaluated or
illustrated on the Noise Exposure Maps or the Noise Compatibility Program,
but will tn addressed on a nnre general basis for the long-term daB &ann.
Noise contours will tn presented that not only are associated with aircraR
operations tnyond the £ve-year tilm &am but that also present DNL levels
lower than the traditional 65 DNL contour.

•
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e
Airport Physical Facilities

The Airport currently consists of two parallel runways, Runway 16L/34R and
Runway 16R/34L. Runway 16L/34R is the longest runway, 11,9(X) feet in length
and 150 feet in width. Runway 16R/34L is 8(X) feet to the west and is 9,425 feet
in length and 150 feet in width. Runway 16L/34R has an instrument approach to
Runway 34R, while Runway 16R/34L has instrument approaches to both Runway
16R and 34L. There is an existing parallel taxiway on the east side of the east
runway (Runway 16L/34R) with high speed connecting taxiways connecting the
east runway to the west runway (Runway 16R/34L). The west runway has a
partial parallel taxiway on the west side of the north end of the runway. Aircraft
using Runway 16R/34L must cross Runway 16L/34R in either an approach or
departure operation. Most ancillary landside facilities are located on the east side
of the Airport, with the passenger terminal complex located approximately in the
center of the Airport east of Runway 16L/34R. Existing cargo and other support
facilities are located north of the terminal. The terminal itself consists of one
main terminal building with two satellite terminals, the north satellite and the
south satellite. Major ground access is provided by International Boulevard
(Highway 99) or State Highway 518 from the north. State Highway 518 connects
to Interstates 5 and 405.

• The Airport Layout Plan ( ALP) indicates the construction of a third parallel
runway approximately 1,7(X) feet west of Runway 16R/34L. This runway would
be 8,5(X) feet long with a full parallel taxiway, with high speed connecting
taxiways, on the east side of the runway. The runway would have precision
instrument approaches to both ends. The ALP also indicates both terminal and
parking structure expansion, with long-term satellite terminal development
occurring north of the existing terminal, along with associated parking structure.
The South Aviation Support Area is shown south of the terminal complex, south
of 188**' Street. This is an area adjacent to the southeast end of the airfield which
will be developed for aviation uses requiring aircraft and airfield access, such as
aircraft maintenance, air cargo handling, etc. The Airport operates in a south
flow configuration (arrivals from the north and departures to the south)
approximately seventy (70) percent of the time. This is graphically presented in
Figure NZ, SCHEMATIC AIRPORT LAYOUr PIAN .
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Air Traffic Operations Activity

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport has shown steady growth in operations,
as a trend, over the past several years. As shown in the following table,
overall operations (an operation is either a take-off or a landing) have
increased from approximately 260,(XX) in 1986 to approximately 385,(XX) in
1997. As can be seen, a significant increase in air taxi (commuter) operations
occurred in 1987 and 1988, and then leveled off, resulting in continued high
levels of air taxi operations.

Table Al
SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL OPERATIONS, 1986.1996

Sea-Tac International Airport FAR Part 150 Study

Year Air
Carrier

Air
Taxi

General
Aviation

Military Total

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

187.870
178,682
176.732
182,460
193,482
186,717
196, 141
200.000
212,016
226, 190
239,063
235,447

54.977
95,337
124,245
139.215
150,376
142,828
140,744
131.046
132, 160
149,444
149,882
143,513

16,806
17,671
14.520
12,865
10.844
8,773
8,800
7.929
8,358
10.244
6.077
6, 180

286
355
447
384
305
289
310
444
518
658
194
158

259.939
292.045
315,944
334,924
355,007
338,607
345.995
339,459
353,052
386,536
395,216
385,298

e

Source: 1997 Airport Activity Report

In terms of overall operations, Seattle-Tacoma International Airport was the
twenty-third busiest airport in the United States in 1997. The airlines with the
largest percentage of overall operations at Sea-Tac during 1997 were Alaska
(29.2%), United (15%), Horizon (10.3%), Northwest (9.3%), Delta (7.2%),
Southwest (7.0%), and American (4.6%). The remainder of the airlines had
less then three percent.
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The aircraft with the greatest numtnr of operations in 1997 were Boeing 737
undeR (22.8%), Douglas MD-80 (18.9%)–, de Havilland Dash 8 (16.7%–),
Beech 19(X) (8.1%), Boeing 757 (6.7%), Fokker F-28 (5.9%), Piper PA3 1
(3.2%), the DC- 10 (2.4%), Airbus A-310 (2.3%) and Boeing 727– (2.3%). All
other aircraft types generated the remaining 10.7% of operations.

Operations are fbrther broken down by tian-of-day when they occuITed. Based
on the recently conwleted Airport Master Plan, the majority of operations
occur tntween 7:(D am and 10:(X) pm, as shown in the following table.

Table A2
SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS BY THE OF DAY, in Percent
Sea-Tac International Airport FAR Part 150 Study

Type of Operation Day Night
7:(n am to 10:00 pm 10:00 pm to 7:00 am

Air Carrier
Air Taxi/Commuter
Air Cargo

Under 60,(XX) lbs.
Over 60,(XX) lbs.

Military
General Aviation

85.6
89.7

14.4
10.3

72.2
53.1
100
90.6

27.8
46.9
00.0
09.4

e
Source: 1997 Airput Master Plan Revised Uncalsaained Aviatial Fuuast Update

These thIn-of-day allocations will tn veri6ed and updated as necessary prior to
generating the DNL noise contours for this Study.

In 1997, approximately 24,738,476 passengers were accomandated at the
Airport. This conwares to approximately 24,324,596 passengers in 1996. The
1997 passenger figures represent 22,887,340 doanstic passengers and
1,851,136 international passengers. Passengers have ben increasing steadily
since 1986 when there were 13,a:2,666 total passengers. Seattle-Tacoma
International airport was ranked the eighteenth busiest airport in the United
States for total passengers in 1997.
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The doanstic passenger market was dominated by the contiguous United
States, which accounted for eighty-four (84) percent of the donBstic
passengers. Alaska passengers accounted for ahrnst seven (6.6) percent and
Hawaii for the remaining two (2.1) percent of the doaestic passengers. The
top 6ve donnstic destination markets were the Bay Area in California (12.7%),
Los Angeles (11.5%), Spokane (4.1%), las Vegas (3.8%) and Phoenix (3.2%).

The international passenger market was ahrnst evenly split txtween Asia
(2.9%) and Canada (2.6%). Europe accounted for over one (1.4) percent with
Mexico accounting for less then one (0.6) percent of the market. The top 6ve
international markets were London (11.3%), Vancouver (10.6%), Tokyo
(6.4%), Taipei (5.5%) and Seoul (5.1%).

In 1997 the Airport accounted for the transportation of 393,786 neuic tons of
cargo. Approximately £fty (53.0) percent of this was dolmstic &eight, 208,828
lmtHc tons, and approximately eighteen (18.4) percent was international
aeight, 72,319 nBtlTiC tons. The remaining twenty-nine (28.6) percent was air
mail, 112,639 lmtric tons. Federal Express accounted for alnnst thirty percent
(29.3) of all the air &eight, with Alaska accounting for twelve percent (11.6),
Northwest for nine percent (8.9), United for six percent (5.7), Cargolux for six
percent (5.6) and Ellery for ave percent (5.2). The remaining airlines all
account for less then 6ve percent each.

e Airspace/Air Traffic Control

The Federal Aviation Administration is responsible for the safe and efficient use
of the national air space. This airspace is divided into three specific types;
enroute, terminal and tower. When an aircraft departs an airport it is kxated in
the airspace being handled by air traffic controllers working in an air traffic
control tower. When the aircraft is approximately one mile away from the
Airport, the aircraft is handed off to controllers working the Tenninal Radar
Approach Conaol Facility (TRACON). These controllers are responsible for the
airspace extending out twenty-five to thirty miles from the Airport in all
directions. The aircraft then enters the third type of airspace and becomes the
responsibility of enroute controllers working in an Air Route Traffic Control
Center (ARTCC). The enroute controllers retain control until the aircraft nears it
intended destination. The process is then reversed for landings. For aircraft
operating at Sea-Tac Airport, the controlling facilities responsible for the terminal
and tower airspace are located in the main terminal building.

• SeattleTamna Intemadaul Airport FAR Part 150 Study/Draft Working Paper One, July, 1998 A.8
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There are several airports located in the Seattle area and under the control of
Seattle TRACON. Although Sea-Tac accounts for a significant percentage of all
area aircraft operations, the cumulative number of aircraft operations at the other
airports also adds a significant workload for controllers in the Seattle TRACON.
There are also other general aviation airports without operational control towers
or published instrument procedures that contribute to the total number of area
wide aircraft operations. While aircraft using these other general aviation airports
operate under visual flight rules (VFR), they utilize the terminal airspace and
aircraft using Sea-Tac must be separated from them. Seattle TRACON provides
full arrival and departure services for Sea-Tac airport, as well as for King County
International Airport/Boeing Field, Gray Army Air Field, McChord Air Force
Base, Olympia Airport, Renton Municipal, Tacoma Narrows, Bremerton National
Airport and Shelton/Sanderson Field.

Sea-Tac Airport has a twenty-four hour, continuously operating Air Traffic
Control Tower (ATCT) that has a designated Airport Traffic Area ( ATA). Aircraft
which operate within an ATA must be in contact, at all times, with the tower
controllers, especially to receive approval for take-offs and landings. Standard
ATAs are designated to include all airspace within five miles of the Airport from
the surface of the ground up to (but not including ) 3,m feet. Because of the
close proximity to other airports in the area, especially the King County
International Airport, the Sea-Tac ATA is not completely circular. Airspace
operational activities are explained in greater detail in the following paragraphs.

e The following information concerning airspace and air traffic control is
taken from the Airport Master Plan, Technical Report Four, FACILITIES
INVENTORY e

This includes an explanation of the existing airspace configuration, airspace
usage, visual and instrument flight rule (VFR and IFR) operations, flow control
procedures, and existing interactions under north and south flow conditions.

Air Space Configuration The Seattle-Tacoma Terminal area airspace is
shown in Figure A3. This airspace has ben delegated to the Sea-Tac TRACON
facility by the Seattle ARTCC or Center. The Center provides At Traffic
Control ( ATC) services to aircraft txtween terminal areas. The Seattle TRACON
provides approach/departure control services within its delegated airspace.
Eight of the busiest airports within the Seattle TRACONs airspace have Air
TrafRc Control Towers (AT(X) or "towers". These towers provide control
within the TRACONs airspace. Airports that have control towers are listed
tnlow

• SeattleTamna Intemadanl Airport FAR Part 150 Study/Draft Working Paper One, July, 1998 A.9
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Boeing Field/King County International
Gray Army AirField
Mc(:hord Air Force Base
OlynWia Airport
Renton Municipal
Seattle-Tacoma International
Tacoma Narrows
Paine Field

The C'enter and TRACON provide control primarily to aircraft operating under
instruaBnt flight rules (IFR). In addition, TRACON provides control or service
to aircraft operating under visual flight rules (VFR) within the Seattle Class B
Airspace, (Fornnrly TC A). An ATC clearance and control is mndatory for VFR
aircraft operating within Class B airspace. The Seattle Class B Airspace Area is
depicted on Figure A3.

Published instrunnnt approach procedures exist for nine airports within the
Seattle l:RACON airspace as listed in Table A3.

Table A3 di#erentiates tntween precision and non-precision approaches. A
precision approach, by definition, provides electronic vertical guidance to the
jilot as well as horizontal (admuth) guidance. A non-precision approach
brovides horizontal guidance only. Generally the admuth guidance for a
precision approach is anre precise. For an Instruaent Landing System (ILS)
approach procedure, a locaFizer transmitter provides the admuth guidance and
a glide slope transmitter provides the vertical guidance.

e
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Table A3
PUBLISHED mR APPROACH PROCEDURES

Sea-Tac International Airport FAR Part 150 Study

Airport Name

King County Int./Boeing Field

BrenBrton National

Gray Army Field

McChord Air Force Base

Olyn4>ia

Renton Municipal
Seattle-Tacoma International

Shelton/Sanderson Field
Tacoma Narrows

Abbreviations: DMBDistana Measuring Ewilxnart; ILS-InstIumart Landing Sygan; LOC BC-lxxnlinr Back Course;

NDB-Nurdinaiaul (radio) Beacon; TACAN.Tactical Air Navigation; VOR-Very High Fnqueacy Omnidinaianal

Range

Air Space Usage

All aircraft flights are governed by either visual flight rules (VFR) or instruannt
flight rules (IFR). Definitions are contained in FAR Part 91 and summarized
blow. The basic difference tntween VFR and IFR is that the pilot maintains
spatial orientation of an aircraft by reference to the earth's surface for VFR and

Runway

13R
3 IL
1
19
15
33
34
16
17
34

To airport
15
16R
34L
34R
1617R
341/R
To airport
17
35

Procedure

ILS (CAT D
LOC BC
NDB
ELS (CAT 1)

ILS, NDB
VOR, NDB
ILS, HI-TAC AN
ILS. TAC AN
ILS (CAT r)
VOR/DME
VOR-A
NDB
ILS (CAT mB), NDB
ELS (CAT r)
ILS (CAT I), NDB
VOR
VOR
NDB- A
ILS (CAT r)
NDB

• Seattl&Tamna Internadaul Airport FAR Part 150 Study/Draft Working Paper One, July, 1998 A. 12



e
by reference to aircraft instrunents for IFR. Under IFR rules, the pilot can
operate in poor visibility conditions when operating in controlled airspace.
Flight under VFR rules requires good visibility and mintenance of speci6ed
distances Bom clouds.

During poor weather conditions, Sea-Tac Airport is restricted to a single ardval
stream This is because of the closeness of the existing parallel runways. Sea-
Tac Airport operates with a single arrival stream approximatejy forty-four (':M)
percent of the time.

The Seattle Terminal Airspace area includes nine IFR airports and
approxImately thirty WR airports. Two of the IFR airports are military,
Mc(-'hord AFB and Gray AAF and ten of the VFR airports are private or
restricted and generally not available to the public.

IFR Operations

Air carrier and mny turtnjet general aviation and military aircraft operating to
or from the Airport under IFR, are reassigned coded flight routes and
procedures referred to as Standard Instrunent Departures (SIDs) and Standard
Arrival Routes (STARs). These SID and STAR routes are depicted on Figure A4
for north flow and on Figure A5 for south flow. These £gures also depict
arrival and departure gates. Navigation of IFR aircraft within the Seattle
TRA(-'ON airspace is generaLly provided by radar vectors to achieve eaicient
sequencing, spacing, and separation tntween aircraft. Therefore, actual aircraft
flight tracks, puticulady closer in to the Airport, will not conform exactly with
the gates, SIDS, and STARS depicted.

•
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•
In general, however, IFR arrival aircraft are cleared to the Airport by the
Seattle Center via these STARs while descending from enroute altitudes. These
aircraft arrivals are "handed oK' via radar &om the Seattle Center to the Seattle
TRACON at various entry points referred to as "gates". In other words, there
are established anival routes that aircraft utilize and the pilots are in contact
with diaerent controllers as they approach the Airport.

In April, 1990 the Federal Aviation Administration standardized the air tragic
patterns for jet aircraft flying in and out of Sea-Tac. The new air aaf6c plan
referred to as the "4-Post Plan", changed the arrival and departure procedures
used by the air traffic controllers to transfer the aircraft from the enroute to the
terminal envbonnBnt. The FAA determined that safety and eaiciency could tx
improved if the procedures used to route air aafnc to the terminal airspace area
were designed to tx the saaB regardless of the direction oftra£nc flow.
Depending on the city of origin, aircraft enter the terminal airspace from one of
the four "posts", or corners of the terminal airspace area. These procedures
helped to alleviate di£nculties associated with having two diRerent sets of
patterns that were wind dependent.

The TRACON assunns responsibility for guiding the arrival aircraft to the 6nal
approach course at the destination airport and separating it &om other aircraft.
Lower performance aircraft, and gone commuter/air taxi aircraft, operate at
lower altitudes tnlow or clear of the jet aircraft routes. The lower performance
aircraft are "laced’' into the arrival routes closer in to the Airport to minimize
the effects of the speed differentials.•
When arrival aircraft are in the vicinity of their destination airport they are
given descent instructions by TRACON until they are approximately 1,5(X) feet
atx)ve the Airport and approxilmtely £ve nautical miles from the runway
threshold on the 6nal approach. TRACON then clears them for the approach and
instructs the pilot to contact the destination airports tower.

Similarly, departing IFR aircraft are guided by the Seattle TRACON through its
delegated airspace and separated &om other aircraft. Shortly after departure
aircraft are airtx)rne, the tower clears the aircraft to contact the TRACON for
departure control. The TRACON then directs departing aircraft toward the
departure gates. Similar to arrivals, departing low performnce aircraft are
turned imnndiately after take-off to separate them &om the jet departure
stream and are kept at lower altitudes. As soon as departing aircraft either pass
the departure gate or climb out of the TRACON airspace, they are transferred to
ARTCC for enroute control
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Unless visual separation is applied, TRACON provides all IFR aircraft with a
radar separation of at least three nautical miles longitudinally or 1,(XX) feet of
vertical separation throughout their terMnal airspace. Additional longitudinal
separation to avoid wake turbulence is provided for various combinations of
aircraft sizes. The minimum longitudinal separation in tendnal airspace is listed
tnlow

Aircraft Longitudinal Separations [11

Lead Aircraft
Classification

Aircraft
Classification

Separation
(Nautical Miles)

Heavy
Heavy
Large
Heavy

Heavy
Large
Small
Small

4
5
4
6

[1] Source: FAA Handtx)ok 7110.65L, " Air TrafRc Control" with changes.

For the purpose of wake turbulence separation minims, FAA classiaes aircraft as
Heavy, large and Small as follows:

Heavy Aircraft capable oftakeo# weights of 3(X),m pounds or rmre
whether or not they are operating at this weight during a particular
phase of flight (Ex. B-747, B-777, DC-10).e
Eur g Aircraft of anTe than 12,5(X) pounds, maximum certi6ed takeo#
weight, up to 3(X),m pounds (Ex. B-737, MD-80, Business jets).

M Aircraft of 12,5(X) pounds or less mximum certi6ed takeo#
weight (Twin and single piston/turtx)props).

Within the Seattle Class B airspace, the Seattle TRACON provides all VFR
aircraft a radar separation of 1/2 nautical mile longitudinally or 5(X) feet of
vertical separation from all IFR and VFR aircraft.
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WR Operations

Flights conducted under VFR, unlike IFR flights, are not always under ATC
jurisdiction. Under VFR, pilots may normally operate without an ATC clearance
except when operating within Class B airspace. When operating in visual
aBteorological conditions, all pilots, regardless of type of airspace flight plan or
ATC clearance, are ultimately responsible to see and avoid other aircraft.

The lower altitudes of airspace to the east and west of the Seattle area are
restricted by the Cascade and Olyn4)ic Mountains. These nnuntains and the
Class B Airspace tend to channel north/south VFR traffic. One north/south
channel or VFR flyway exists at approximately 6ve to six miles east of the Sea-
Tac Airport and blow 4,(XX) or 5,(XX) feet atx)ve nnan sea level (MSL). The
other north/south VFR flyway is sonnwhat wider and close to the Olynwic
Mountains. Those transiting under Class B Airspace in the vicinity of Sea-Tac
and over the Puget Sound are tnlow 3,m feet. Solm VFR aircraft fly over the
tops of Class B Airspace. The top of the Class B Airspace is at 10,m feet
aU)ve MSL.

Flow Control. During peak air aafRc periods of the day, especially during bad
weather, arrival aircraft name demand exceeds the arrival capacity of Sea-Tac
Airport. In the past, when this occurred, TRACON would advise ARTCC to place
arrivals in holding patterns at the edge ofTRACON airspace. Because it is more
efficient for delays to tx absortxd enroute, a procedure called Flow Control has
been developed. In extreae conditions, aircraft destined for Sea-Tac may tn
held on the ground at the depanwe airport prior to takeo K.e
In general Flow Control refers to a procedure allowing TRACON to determine
the maximum hourly rate of arrivals to Sea-Tac. The TRACON advises Seattle
Center so that adjustnBnts can tB made to the rate of entries into TRACON
airspace. This hourly rate of arrivals is known as the Airport Acceptance Rate
(AAR). The AAR varies according to several conditions including numtxr of
runways available for landings, weather conditions, direction of tra£nc flow,
types of approach in use, and runway operational conditions.

Existing Conditions. The term interaction as used in this section refers to a
situation requiring special controller and/or pilot attention to ensure adequate
separation or sequencing is accomplished. Although this broad definition could
include random occurrences that do not aaect capacity, there are two
interactions which affect Sea-Tac capacity that occur regularly during IFR
weather conditions and one that occurs regularly when visual approaches are in
progress.
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These three interactions occur during: (1) IFR south flow conditions; (2) IFR
north flow conditions; and (3) visual approaches in south flow conditions.

IFR Weather Conditions-South Flow

During IFR weather conditions, when Sea-Tac and KCIA (King County
International Airpoa/Boeing Field) are operating with south flows, interactions
exist txtween the arrivals to the two airports. Although a minimum of 1,m
feet of altitude separation exists tntween the published Instrumnt Landing
System (ILS) approaches, a need exists to protect KCIA missed approach
possibility. In weather conditions which allow KCIA Tower controllers to see
the Sea-Tac arriving aircraft, visual separation is provided by the controaers
and no loss in capacity is experienced. This operating urangeannt is known as
Plan Alpha. Cloud ceilings at KCIA must tn at least 2,5(X) feet for KCIA Tower
personnel to see Sea-Tac arrivals. The yearly &equency of occurrence of south
flow conditions, with ceilings blow 2,5(X) (no Plan Alpha) feet is
approximately 17 percent. Based on observations, this is estimated to drop to
aU)ut 16 percent during the busiest part of the day, 7:(X) a.m to 9:(X) p.m
Additionally, weather conditions txlow ninimums (closed conditions) at Sea-
Tac would reduce the occurrence of the interaction by another 1 or 2 percent.

Weather statistics indicate this interaction should occur approximately 15
percent of the tian. However, the actual tim of this impact on capacity is less
tncause of special ATC procedures. Under these procedures, during certain
weather conditions and with pilots familiar with KCIA, aircraft approaching
Sea-Tac will tn advised to maintain 3,(XX) feet MSL until KCIA Tower advises
TRACON that the landing of the other aircraft at KCIA is assured. At this point
the Sea-Tac approaching aircraft pilot is given his anal approach clearance and
authorization to land. If the KCIA approaching pilot executes a missed
approach, TRACON will vector the Sea-Tac approach back into the arrival
stream and one arrival interval or slot is lost in arrival capacity at Sea-Tac.
However, this situation occurs very rarely.

e

IFR Weather Conditions - North Flow

During north flow IFR conditions, interactions exist tntween the arrivals to
KCIA and departures from Sea-Tac. Sea-Tac departures are held on the ground
from the tian a KCIA arrival nears the 6nal approach 6x located just east of
Sea-Tac until KCIA Tower reports the landing is assured or until visual
separation can tn provided This situation can result in aaecting the Sea-Tac
departure capacity. If a Sea-Tac arrival is within two nautical miles of the
Runway 34R threshold, a departure &om Sea-Tac, in certain IFR conditions,
cannot tn released. As a result one to three intervals could tn lost.
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Visual Approaches - South Flow

Visual approaches can nonnally tn conducted to Sea-Tac Airport when the
cloud ceiling is at least 5,(XX) feet over the Puget Sound and pilots have visual
contact with the preceding aircraft or airport.

When visual approaches are tning conducted, the TRACON will radar vector
aircraft on three arrival routes and sequence them into a commn anival stream
over Elliott Bay. This activity takes place over the top of straight-in arrivals to
KCIA

During peak periods, both Runways 16L and 16R at Sea-Tac Airport are used
if visual approach conditions exist. Two commn arrival streams are fonrnd
over Elliott Bay. This situation requires special attention on the part of tx)th
controllers and pilots. When pilots are making the turns into Elliott Bay from
the north and south, visibility &om the cockpit is reduced. If two aircraR are
aU)ut to make the turn at atx)ut the sam tian onto diaerent arrival streams,
one pilot often tends to reduce speed and fall back in order to keep the other
aircraft in sight. This will increase the longitudinal spacing in the arrival stream
and reduce the arrival rate.

ANOMS Radar Data

e The Port of Seattle Noise Abatement Office has a flight track data collection
and analysis program called ANOMS (Airport Noise and Operational
Monitoring System). This program collects and processes radar data from the
FAA’s ARTS (Aircraft Radar Tracking System). Once collected, the ANOMS
program performs a number of processes, including determining if the track is
a departure or arrival and assigning a runway to the track. With this system,
the Port is able to analyze compliance with the Port’s noise abatement
program and investigate particular incidents concerning aircraft operations.

The ANOMS program exports a file that consists of flight information about the
aircraft that is operating on each track and position information as to the
location of the flight. The flight information includes data such as the ARTS
aircraft type, ARTS airline cale, flight number, and type of operation and
runway. The position information includes the X and Y position of each radar
strike for the flight track for every four seconds of the flight as well as the
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altitude of the aircraft at each point and the time that the aircraft was at that
point. The position information is given in distance relative to the ARTS radar
antenna that is on the Airport property.

These files have been successfully exported to the Bridge Reports programs
for analysis in the FAR Part 150 Study. Note that the data used is based upon
the information from ANOMS, which is derived from the FAA’s radar system.
There is always the possibility that some loss of data in these radar systems;
however, every step possible is taken to insure this does not occur. Where
there may be lost data or gaps in the data, this information is typically not
recoverable.

Current Noise Abatement Program

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tac) has a long history of
implementing noise abatement programs. These programs include both
physical and operational programs. In 1976 the Port prepared the Sea-Tac
Community Plan, which addressed for the first time the relationship of aircraft
noise to land use development and contained recommendations for land use
compatibility. This Plan was updated in 1985 when the Port completed its
first FAR Part 150 Study. This Study recommended many of the existing noise
mitigation programs currently adopted by the Port and established the Noise
Remedy Program Boundaries. That FAR Pan 150 Study was updated in 1993.
The Updated FAR Part 150 Study contained measures which amended some of
the programs adopted in the first study and pnxiuced an updated set of Noise
Exposure Maps. This FAR Part 150 Study Update is the third Part 150 Study
that the Port has voluntarily undertaken.

e
Subsequent to the first FAR Part 150 Study, in 1989 the Port undertook a new
and inovative process to address the aircraft noise issue at the Airport. This
was called the Sea-Tac Noise Mediation process, which was a consensus-
based approach that was used to address aircraft noise issues. Through that
process several measures for noise abatement and noise mitigation were
recommended and adopted, resulting in a package of noise reduction meaures
for the Airport. Many diverse interests were represented in this process,
including airport users, tenants, citizens from many varied sectors of the area,
the Federal Aviation Administration and pilots. The package contained both
short-term and long-term measures whose goals were to reduce aircraft noise
by at least fifty percernt by the year 2(X)1. The recommendations were
adopted in 1990 by the Port Commission.
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The “package” contains many elements for noise reduction. These include:

A “noise budget” or aLlocation of noise for the Airport and airlines that
will decrease over time. The budget limits and controls aircraft noise and
accelerates the use of the new Stage III aircraft.

Nighttime restrictions on the use of Stage II aircraft. For the first two
years of the program, no new Stage II aircraft flights were inn(xiuced
between midnight and 6:(X) am. On October 1, 1995 the resaiction became
fully implemented with no Stage II flights between 10:(D pm and 7:(X) am.

Doubling the rate of the Port’s existing sound insulation program (The
Noise Remedy Program) and changing the “cost-share” insulation area to
one hundred percent Port paid.

Control of aircraft ground noise by restdcting use of engine power for
backing aircraft away from gates, improving run-up regulations,
hvestigating the reduction of reverse thrusts, limiting use of auxiliary
power units and erecting a “hush” facility if a maintenance base is built at
the Airport.

hnplementation of a state-of-the-art flight track monitoring system to
better monitor compliance with noise abatement flight track prcx:edures.

e Improvement of flight procedures through the Elliott Bay corridor and
over Puget Sound to minimize jet noise to adjacent residential areas, with
special attention to nightime flights.

Control of noise from “single-event” aircraft operations that are
particularly annoying by improving the Port’s complaint hot line and
rnonltorrrrg system.

Establishment of a Noise Abatement Committee to ensure implementation
of the agreement.
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Since the adoption of the Noise Mediation recommendations and the last FAR
Part 150 Update, the Noise Acquisition Program, now completed, has resulted
in approximately 1,328 homes and 103 vacant lots acquired at a cost of
approximately 119 million dollars. The Noise Remedy Program offers
soundproofing to the 10,(XX) homes within the existing program boundaries.
There have been approximately 6,228 homes insulated for a cost of
approximately 125 million dollars. The Noise Remedy Boundary Map is
shown on the following illustration, Figure A6, NOISE REMEDY BOUNDARY
MAP

More detailed information concerning thue programs is found in the
Appendix. Based on the programs developed through the Noise Mediation
Project, various airlines have been fined for violating the Agreement. These
fines have generally been a result of two types of violations, run-ups and
nighttime Stage II limitations.

Noise Complaint History

The Port of Seattle Noise Abatement Once has ben operating a noise complaint
hotline since 1987. The purpose of the conTlaint hotline is to provide the public
with a nnans of contacting the Port concerning aircraft noise and giving Port staff
insight into the issues that are important to the community. Citizens may call
concerning particular incidents or about aircraft noise in general.e
A recent sanT)ling of the noise complaint data, which has ben collected since
1987, has ken reviewed in order to help identify current issues that are hrwortant
to citizens that have contacted the hotlinQ. The noise complaint hotline calls
tntween January 1g, 1996 and March 30th, 1998 were obtained from the Port in
electronic format. The coaplaint data were then processed in order to GEO code
each complaint address for mapping purposes, to categorize the complaints and to
correlate the complaint data with flight track data during the thIn period that flight
track data is king analyzed.

The conwlaint data have tnen analyzed according to several variable;. location,
primary reason, thIn of day, and the day pf week for each call. The hotline calls
tntween January 1g, 1996 'and March 36th, 1998 are sunrnurized in the following
tables and agure.
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Table A4 presents the total calls received per community as well as the numtnr of
individual callers during this 27-Hnnth tian Ram. It is interesting to note that
many of the complaints cone from areas not directly under the approach/deputure
paths of the Airport. The graph at the tx)ttom of the page illustrates the general
nature of the disturbance that the caller identi6ed. As can in seen, anst
complaints (42%) conTlained of aircraft bing too loud, complaints of low flying
aircraft accounted for twenty-three (23) percent, conwlaints of aircraft tiring oa
track accounted for eleven (11) percent, with the remaining complaints concerning
nighttim operations, run-ups, #equency of operations and other. For that sam
period, Figure A7 presents a plot of the location of the noise conplaints. Please
note that not all callers provide an address, or su£Rcient information for which an
exact position can tn determined. This map displays only those calls for which the
location can tn determined.

Table A5 presents the numtxr of calls by hour of the day. The hour with the
highest numhr of calls is at 7 am, the second highest hours are 8 am and 9 pm
These hours correspond to tMs that nnst people are at honB.

e
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8
Table A6 presents the numtnr of calls per day of the week. Typically one expects
nnre calls during weekends, but that is not the case for Sea-Tac. All days are
about equal, with Monday having the highest nulntnr of calls and Saturday the
lowest

Table A6
TOTAL HOTLDqE CALLS PER DAY OF THE WEEK
Sea-Tac International Airport FAR Part 150 Stud)

Day of Week Total Calls Percent of Total

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

1 ,287
1 ,393
1,203
1,315
1 ,344
1,314
1,159

14
15
13
15
15
15
13

100Total 9,012

e Table A7 presents an analysis of how often individual people call. The data shows
that 1,727 people called once, while there was one person who called 349 dIms.
This information helps illustrate that 63% of the individuals that called the hotline
during that tian period called once. Based on the data analysis, it appears that a
small numtxr of individuals call repeatedly.

Airport Environs

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tac) is within the city limits of the
City of SeaTac. Several other incorporated communities adjoin the City of
SeaTac or are, or could be, within the 65 DNL noise contour associated with
aircraft operations at Sea-Tac Airport. These include Seattle, Tukwila, Des
Moines, Normandy Park, Federal Way, Buden and Kent, along with portions of
unincorporated King County. This Study will utilize a variety of graphics to
present information, and two different base maps will be used. The Study Area
presents the entire region on an aerial photo at a small scale and the Detailed

e Seatd&Tacoma Intematiaul AirlDn FAR Part 150 Study/Draft Working Paper One, July, 1998 A29
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Study Area presents land use information at a larger scale for more detailed
analysis. The Detailed Area will be used for detailed analysis within the 65 DNL
noise contour. The Study Area map will be used for larger contour and
supplementary noise metric analysis, and is presented at the conclusion of this
Chapter, as Figure Al:2.

Existing Land Use. The recently completed Environmental Impact Statement
for the proposed new runway presented existing land uses for the area
surrounding the Airport. This information will be used for this Pan 150 Update,
however, generalized land use information will be presented and evaluated within
a larger area for this Study. Within the detailed study area, there are significant
numbers of residential developments (single family, multi-faInily and mobile
home units), in addition to other noise sensitive land uses including schools,
churches, hospitals, nursing homes and libraries. Preliminary existing land use is
presented in Figure AS, GENERAIIZED EXISTING LAND USE, DrrAILED STUDY AREA.
The area beyond the 65 DNL contour will be evaluated to a more generalized
extent

Existing land use to the north of the Airport is a mixture of airport related
development, some commercial and some residential development. To the south
of the Airport, there is open space, single family residential, a large number of
multi-family residential, public facilities uses. To the east of the Airport,
especially along International Boulevard, there is intensive commercial
development with residential, both single and multi-family, development east of
the commercial strip on International Boulevard. To the west of the Airport is
primarily single family residential development with commercial and public
facility uses to the southwest. A more detailed evaluation of land use and
population will be presented as they relate to the noise contours once the contours
are developed.

e

In summary, there are significant areas of existing, and some potential, non-
compatible land uses within the immediate airport environs. These include, for
the most part, residential development and occur off the ends of the existing
runways. Many of these residential structures are being addressed by the existing
Noise Remedy Program.
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Future Land Use. Each of the jurisdictions within the vicinity of Sea-Tac have
adopted future land use plans or guidelines, pursuant to the Washington State
Growth Management Act.

City of SeaTac

The City of SeaTac adopted it’s Comprehensive Plan in December 1994, with
subsequent amendments in December 1995 and December 1996. The existing
Plan has been in effect since December 1996 and contains land use and
transportation policies for the area immediately surrounding Sea-Tac Airport. It
also identifies the Airport as an essential public facility. The Plan also contains
the following Goal and Policy language related to the Airport

Goal: To achieve a reasonable level of compatibility between airport
activities and adjacent land uses.

Policy: Encourage land uses adjacent to Sea-Tac International Airport that
are compatible with airport operations.

The Plan includes a set of noise contours associated with aircraft operations at
Sea-Tac Airport which have been used to guide the future land use plan. The
adopted Future Land Use Plan is illustrated in Figure A9, GENERAIIZED FtrruRE
T AND USE.

@ City of Des Moines

The (."ity of Des Moines adopted the Greater Des Moines Comprehensive Plan in
December 1995 by Ordinance 1160, with portions amended by Ordinance 1176.
The Plan contains several policies addressing Sea-Tac Airport and presents
several Preferred Land Use Plans for specific areas within the City of Des
Moines.

Policy 8.03.01 (3): Adopt appropriate plans, zoning, development and
building regulations and review procedures to ensure that designated
residential neighborhcxxis will not be exposed to environmental noise levels
that exceed an–Ldn of 55 dBA, or existing noise levels as of April 20, 1995,
whichever is greater. A reduction in the environmental noise level (greater
than 55 Ldn) that existed as of April 20, 1995 should become the new
maximum environmental level.
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Policy 8-03-02 (3): in order to minimize adverse impacts related to noise,
protect historic properties and archeological sites of local significance from
environmental noise exposure levels that exceed an Ldn of 55 dBA, or
existing levels as of April 20, 1995, whichever is greater. A reduction in
the environmental noise level (greater than 55 Ldn) that existed as of April
20, 1995 should become the new maximum environmental level.

Policy 6-03-23: in order to minimize adverse impacts related to noise, Des
Moines’ parks and recreation areas of local significance should be protected
from exterior noise exposure levels that exceed an Ldn of 55 dBA, or the
Ldn in existence on the effective date of this Element, whichever is higher;
except that golf courses, ball fields, outdoor spectator sports areas,
amusement areas, riding stables, nature trails, and wildlife refuges should be
protected from exterior noise exposure levels that exceed an Ldn of 60 dBA,
or the Ldn in existence on the effective date of this Element, whichever is
higher. A reduction in the exterior noise level (greater than 55 dBA or 60
dBA as applicable) that existed as of April 20, 1995 shall become the new
maximum exterior noise level.

Policy 8-03-M:
(1) Discourage the intraiuction of noise levels that are

incompatible with current or planned land uses. Encourage the
reduction incompatible noise levels, and discourage the
in u(auction of new land uses into areas where existing noise
levels are incompatible with such land uses.

(2) Encourage the reduction of noise from Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport,

(3) Campaign aggressively for the development of new and quieter
aircraft engines as well as m(xiifications and/or reaofitting
programs that promote the greatest reductions possible in
aircraft noise emission levels.

(4) Require that noise levels generated from all land uses be
restricted to the most stringent of federal, state and local

e

standards.

(5) Require buffering of noise and cleansing of air from land uses
that are highly noise generating and air polluting through
substantial berming, landscaping, setbacks, tree planting, and
building construction and siting meth(as

(7) Within the North Central Neighborh(xxi, encourage land uses
and construction techniques that are tolerant of and compatible
with the high noise and vibration levels generated by aircraft.
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As an integral part of these Policies, the City has adopted various Strategies to
help implement the Policies. In addition, the City has also adopted a specific set
of Policies and Strategies for the North Central Neighborho(xi, which contains
part of the Port’s home acquisition area. The City does not directly identify Sea-
Tac Airport as a Essential Public Facility, but addresses the Airport in Policy 5-
03-05

Policy 5.03-05: City plans and development regulations should identify,
and provide a process for consideration of, the siting of essential public
facilities. Essential public facilities should include: A) domestic water,
sanitary sewer, public schools, and fire protection; B) difficult-to-site
facilities such as those identified by RCW 36.70A.2(X) and County-wide
Planning Policies; and C) essential state facilities specified by the office of
financial management. Des Moines should not accept a disproportionate
share of the adverse impacts resulting from air transportation.

City of Normandy Park

The City of Normurdy Park adopted the City of Normandy Park Comprehensive
PIm in December 1995 by Ordinance 623. The Plan contains Policies that address
Sea-Tac Airport and presents a Future Land Use Map, which is illustrated on
Figure A4. The Policies presented in the Normandy Park Plan are very similar to
those of the City of Des Moines Policies.

8 Policy 1.6.3: The city shall adopt appropriate plans, zoning, development
and building regulations and review procedures to ensure that designated
residential neighborh(xxis will not be exposed to exterior noise levels which
exceed an Ldn of 55 dBA, or existing noise levels as of the date of
adoption, whichever is greater.

Policy 1.7.3: in order to minimize adverse impacts related to noise, historic
properties and sites of local significance shall be protected from exterior
noise exposure levels which exceed an Ldn of 55 dBA, or existing levels as
of the date of adoption, whichever is greater.

Policy 1.9.1: Discourage the intr(xiuction of noise levels which are
incompatible with current or planned land uses, encourage the reduction
incompatible noise levels, and discourage the intrcxiucdon of new land uses
into areas where existing noise levels are incompatible with such land uses.

Policy 1.9.2: Encourage the reduction of noise from Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport.
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Policy 1.9.3: Aggressively campaign for the development of new uld
quieter aircraft engines as well as m(xiifications and/or retrofitting programs
which promote the greatest reductions possible in aircraft noise eiission
levels.

Policy 1.9.4: Take advantage of every opportunity to work with the Port of
Seattle and the Federal Aviation Administration to promote the
development and implementation of airport operational procedures that will
decrease the adverse noise effects of airport operations on the city and itS
residents.

Policy 1.9.5: Enact city-wide land use compatibility guidelines and criteria
for the consideration of noise impacts in all planning and zoning decisions.

Policy 1.9.6: Take appropriate legislative and regulatory action to require
noise levels generated from all sources be restricted to the most stringent of
federal, state and local standards.

Policy 1.9.7: Take appropriate legislative and regulatory action to require
buffering of noise generating land uses though substantid benrarg,
landscaping, setbacks, tree planting, and building consauction and–siting
methcxis.

e Policy 1.9.9: Aggressively seek the support of Congressional
representatives to secure Federal Aviation Administration agreement to
develop and implement airport operational procedures that will decrease the
adverse noise effects of airport operations on the city and its residents.

Policy 1.10.4: in order to minimize adverse impacts related to noise,
Normandy Park’s park and recreation areas of local significance shall be
protected from exterior noise exposure levels which exceed an Ldn of 55
dBA, or the 1 Hn in existence as of the date of adoption, whichever is higher;
except that golf courses, ball fields, outdoor spectator sports areas,
amusement areas, riding stables, nature trails, and wildlife refuges shall be
protected from exterior noise exposure levels which exceed an Ldn of 60
dBA, or the lan in existence as of the date of adoption, whichever is higher.
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City of Burien

The City of Buden adopted The Buden Plan in November 1997. The Plan
contains Policies that address Sea-Tac Airport and presents a Future Land Use
Map, which is illustrated on Figure A9. Some of the Policies presented in the
Buden Plan are very similar to, if not exactly like, the City of Des Moines and the
City of Normandy Park Policies. In addition, the Buden Plan is based on the
forecast that the third runway at Sea-Tac would not be built. The Policies are
presented below.

Policy LU 1.9: The City is aware that under the Growth Management Act
the City may not preclude through its comprehensive plan the siting of the
third runway if a runway (as opposed to an existing airport) is determined to
be an “essential public facility”. The City also notes that the Growth
Management Act, the Central Puget Sound Growth Management Hearings
Board, the Countywide Planning Policies, and the State Environmental
Policy Act require that there be appropriate and reasonable mitigation for
communities adversely impacted by the siting of an essential public facility.
Consequently, this plan may need to be amended if the legal issues raised by
the City are resolved in favor of construction of the third runway, and
provided that appropriate and reasonable mitigation for the adverse impacts
of the project on the community are furnished. Such an amendment should
only be considered as part of a program by the Port of Seattle to
appropriately and reasonable mitigate the impacts of the project on the
community. The Sea-Tac International Airport Impact Mitigation Study
shall be used as the primary starting point for this mitigation program. In
addition, the City will adopt development regulations which will
incorporate appropriate and reasonable mitigation requirements to assure
that, if the proposed third runway is constructed, it will be consistent with
the policies of the Buden Plan..

e

Policy NO 1.1: The City shall;
a. discourage the intr(xiuction of noise levels which are

incompatible with current or planned land uses;
b. encourage the reduction incompatible noise levels; and
a discourage the intr(xiuction of new land uses into areas where

existing noise levels are incompatible with such land uses.

Policy NO 1.2: The City shall work with other jurisdictions and agencies to
encourage the reduction of noise from Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.
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Policy NO 1.3: The City shall aggressively campaign for the development
of new and quieter aircraft engines as well as m(xhfications and/or
retrofitting programs which promote the greatest reductions possible in
aircraft noise emission levels.

Policy NO 1.4: The City shall take advantage of every opportunity to work
with the Port of Seattle and the Federal Aviation Administration to promote
the development and implementation of airport operatiQnal procedures that
will decrease the adverse noise effects of airport operations on the City and
its residents.

Policy HT 1.5: in order to minimize adverse impacts related to noise,
historic properties and sites of local significance shall be protected from
exterior noise exposure levels that exceed a Ldn of 55 dBA.

City of Tukwila

The City of Tukwila adopted a Comprehensive Land Use Plan in December
1995. The Plan contains a Comprehensive Land Use Plan that depicts future
land uses, which is illustrated on Figure A4. The City has adopted several
Policies addressing aircraft noise, very similar to other communities.

e Policy 7.2.5: Encourage the reduction of noise from Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport and King County Airport, by promoting the
development of new or the retrofit and m(xiification of existing aircraft
engines which are quieter, and operational procedures that help reduce
aircraft noise emission levels.

Policy 7.2.6: Work with the Port of Seattle, King County Airport and the
Federal Aviation Administration to promote the development and
implementation of airport operational procedures that will decrease the
adverse noise effects of airport operations on Tukwila and its residents.

City of Federal Way

The City of Federal Way adopted the City of Federal Way Comprehensive Plan
Draft in November 1995. The Plan contains a Comprehensive Plan Land Use
Map reflecting future land use designations and is reflected on Figure A4. The
Plan contains an Aviation section of the Transportation Element. However, it
pertains mostly to helicopters and placement of heliports in the City. There is one
policy that addresses the regional airport.
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Policy TP76: Continue to represent the community in matters pertaining to
the regional airport(s).

City of Kent

The City of Kent adopted the City of Kent Comprehensive Plan in April, 1995 by
Ordinance Number 3222. The Plan contains goals and policies for community
development, and a Land Use Plan Map which depicts generalized future land
uses. The Plan does not contain any goals or policies addressing Sea-Tac or any
noise contours associated with the Airport. The Plan does not address the Airport
as an essential public facility.

King County

King County adopted the King County Comprehensive Plan in November 1994
and updated in 1997. The Plan contains several policies pertaining to new
essential public facilities or the expansion of existing essential public facilities.
However, the Plan does not address aircraft related noise issues or how such noise
affects land use development in the county. The Plan contains one policy
addressing aviation under Chapter Nine, Transportation, Section H Aviation,
Freight, and Ferries;

e Policy T-540: Regional aviation facilities play a foundational role in
promoting a strong regional economy as well as providing significant direct
and indirect employment opportunities to residents of the County and Puget
Sound region. Consistent with this plan’s policies concerning the siting of
essential public facilities, King County should work with the Puget Sound
Regional Council and its members to ensure that any regional projected
capacity problems, and the air transportation needs of the region’s residents
and economy are addressed in a timely manner. Siting decisions must be
consistent with the Regional Airport System Plan, the Countywide Planning
Policies and this Plan.

City of Seattle

The City of Seattle has adopted a comprehensive plan; Seattle’s Comprehensive
Plan, Toward a Sustainable Seattle in July 1994 and amended it in November
1997. The Plan contains a future land use plan (which is currently being
reprinted due to street name errors). The Plan is a goals and policy plan. The
Transportation Element contains a Policy on air transportation:
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Policy T5: Work with the state Department of Transportation, public
transportation providers, and the public to identify, design, and incorporate
noise mitigation measures into existing and planned traffic and transit
operations and capital improvements. Encourage air and rail transport
operations to reduce and mitigate their noise impact.

Zoning. All of the jurisdictions in the vicinity of Sea-Tac Airport have adopted
traditional land use zoning ordinances to control the types of land uses on specific
parcels. The ordinances divide a jurisdiction into districts and prescribe certain
requirements for allowable uses within those districts. The various zoning c(xies
pertaining to airport related activities, are presented in the following paragraphs.
Figure AIO, GENERAIIZED EXISrIN(, ZONiNG, presents the zoning districts for the
various jurisdictions.

The area immediately surrounding the Airport within the jurisdiction of the City
of SeaTac is generally zoned Industdal, Commercial along SR 99, Urban High to
Medium Density adjacent to SR 99 and Airport Use and Aviation Business Center
in areas adjacent to the Airport. Single family development is currently zoned as
Urban Low, and is mostly west of the Airport.

Buden has generally zoned the majority of its jurisdiction as single and multi-
family residential, with Commercial zoning along First Avenue South.e
Des Moines is generally zoned for single family housing except for the downtown
and marina areas, and along Pacific Highway South, 1-5, and arterial streets
where commercial and multi-family development is permitted.

Tukwila permits a variety of business, industrial and residential development at
various densities.

City of SeaTac

The City of SeaTac has an adopted zoning ordinance revised in October 1996 that
controls the type of land uses allowed on specific parcels. The ordinance contains
two use zones that address the Airport directly, Airport Use Zone and Aviation
Business Center Zone.

Airport Use Zone. The purpose of this zoning designation is to provide for
the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, and for various airport-related
facilities, operations, businesses and activities that support airport
operatlons.
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Aviation Business Center Zone. The purpose of this zone is to promote a
major commercial center supporting high concentrations of customers,
visitors, employees, and pedestrian activity; to create a quality development
in which people can work, shop and access child care; and to create a
market geared toward a business orientation to the Airport which is
compatible with airport operations.

These purposes are accomplished by encouraging flexible development
programs to improve the design, character, and quality of new development;
facilitating the provisions of streets and utilities; preserving natural and
scenic features; establishing minimum lot sizes to encourage projects of
sufficient scale to increase the viability of high capacity transit and
encourage ride-share alternatives; and promoting a balanced multi-m(xial
transportation network consisting of motor vehicle transportation, public
transportation, pedestrian circulation, and integrated parking.

The C(He also contains the following General Performance Standard provision
addressing Noise.

15.18.020: Due to the proximity of the Airport facilities, residential
construction shall have sound attenuated or limited as consistent with
adopted Port of SeattleaAA noise remedy programs within significant LDN
contours.e

In addition to the above provisions, the City of SeaTac and the Port of Seattle
entered into an Interlocal Agreement concerning several issues of importance to
both entities, one of which was land use and zoning. The Port and the City
adopted the planning, land use and zoning provisions set forth in the Agreement
in Exhibit A. The Agreement was dated September 4, 1997. The following
ZoningLand use/Development Regulations statement is included in the
Agreement :

2. 1 Land Use/Zoning Map. The Port Commission and City Council each
shall adopt a coordinated land use map that (a) shall be implemented by
the City’s zoning map; (b) is updated to recognize the Port’s Master
Plan; (c) resolves any discrepancies on the permitted uses of Port-
owned property on the perimeter of the Airport; and (d) reflects the
City land use decisions that affect the Airport. Both the City Council
and the Port Commission shall adopt the coordinated land use map on
or before December 31, 1997.
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2.2 Zoning Uses. The Port and City agree upon the two zones and uses for

Port-owned Property as set forth in Attachment A-2: “Aviation
Operation” and “ Aviation Commercial”.

The Agreement contains many other land use and development standards and
procedures, along with many other areas of shared concerns, including Surface
Water Management, (:dUcal Areas, Transportation, State Environmental Policy
Act, Police, Material Haul and Master Plan Community ReliQf.

City of Des Moinu

The City of Des Moines has an adopted zoning ordinance, with the latest revision
being in February 1997. The c(xie contains a Noise Levels Chapter, 18.38 with
two sections dealing with noise levels in residential neighborho(xls.

18.38.020: Residential neighborho(xls shall not be subject to adverse land
uses, activities or traffic that generate exterior noise exposure levels
exceeding 55 Ldn dBA, or existing levels as of April 20, 1995, whichever is
greater. A reduction in the exterior noise level (greater than 55 Ldn) that
existed as of April 20, 1995 shall become the new maximum exterior noise
level

18.38.030: Proponents of projects that will increase exterior noise levels to
which residential areas are exposed to levels exceeding those existing on
April 20, 1995, or to levels exceeding an Ldn of 55 dBA, which ever is
greater, must submit a noise mitigation plan to the community development
department of the city for review and approval before required permits are
issued to allow the project to proceed.

e
City of Normandy Park

The City of Normandy Park has an adopted zoning ordinance which addresses
noise levels in three chapters; Chapter 18.68 Residential Neighborho(xls-Noise
Protection, Chapter 18.72 Landmark Protection and Preservation, and Chapter
18.76 Parks of L(naI Significance.

18.68.030: Residential neighborhcxxis shall not be subject to adverse land
uses, activities or traffic that generate exterior noise exposure levels
exceeding 55 Ldn dBA, or existing levels as of the effective date of the
ordinance c(xhfied in this chapter, whichever is greater.
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18.68.040: Proponents of projects that will increase exterior noise levels to
which residential areas are exposed to levels exceeding those existing on the
effective date of the ordinance c(xhfied in this chapter, or above an lan of
55 dBA, which ever is higher, must submit a noise mitigation plan to the
city planning department for review and approval before required permits
are issued to allow the project to proceed.

18.72.040: Significant sites, districts, buildings, structures and objects shall
not be subject to adverse land uses which generate exterior noise exposure
levels exceeding an Ldn of 55db A, or existing levels as of the effective date
of the ordinance c(xbfied in this chapter, whichever is greater.

18.72.050: Proponents of projects that will increase exterior noise levels to
which significant sites, districts, buildings, structures are exposed to levels
exceeding those existing on the effective date of the ordinance ccxhfied in
this chapter, or above an Ldn of 55 dBA, which ever is higher, must submit
a noise mitigation plan to the city planning department for review and
approval before required permits are issued to allow the project to pr(need.

C"'ity of Tukwila

e The City of Tukwila has adopted a zoning ordinance that does not address aircraft
related noise issues in relationship to land uses.

City of Federal Way

The City of Federal Way has adopted a zoning ordinance with various updates
and amendments. The ordinance addresses noise in two sections.

Section 22-956. Maximum environmental noise levels.

The city adopts by reference the maximum environmental noise levels
.established pursuant to the Noise Control Act of 1974.

Section 22-957. Noise Level Bonds.

The city may require a bond under section 22- 146 et seq. to insure
compliance with the provisions of section 22-956.
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City of Kent

The City of Kent has an adopted zoning ordinance which addresses noise in
general but does not specifically address aircraft noise levels.

Section 15.08.050. Performance Standards.

D. Restrictions on dangerous and objectionable elements.

1. Noise. At the points of measurement specified in Subsection C. of this
section, the maximum sound pressure level radiated in each standard
octave band by any use or facility, other than transportation facilities or
temporary construction work, shall not exceed the values for octave
bands lying within the several frequency limits given in table I after
applying the corrections shown in table II. . .

The section goes on to identify certain noise levels that cannot be emitted by land
uses and specific functions within those uses. Aircraft and airports are not
mentioned and appear to be exempt.

King County

King County has an adopted zoning ordinance that addresses land use
development within King County, the King County Zoning C(He, Title 21 A. The
Cale was last amended in March 1998. The Cale contains provisions for Special
District Overlay Zones.e

21 A.38.160. Special District Overlay- Aviation Facilities. A. The
purpose of the aviation facilities special district overlay is to protect
existing non-commercial airports from encroaching residential
development. Aviation facilities special district overlay shall only be
established in the area up to % mile around airports and shall be zoned
UR or RA.

B. The following development standards shall apply to uses locating in
aviation facilities special overlay districts: On the title of all properties
within pending short subdivisions or subdivisions and binding site plans,
the following statement shall be recorded and be shown to all
prospective buyers of lots or homes: “This property is located near the
(nalne of airport) which is recognized as a legitimate land use by King
County. Air traffic in this area, whether at current or increased levels, is
consistent with King County land use policies provided it confirms to all
applicable state and federal laws.”
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Sound Attenuation Requirements. The Cities of Des Moines and SeaTac have
building cale provisions for sound attenuation of new structures within noise
contours. King County also has sound attenuation requirements for new
construction within the noise contours. Copies are in the Appendix.

The City of Des Moines has two different sound transmission control areas. Area
1 is all portions of the city north of South 252-' Street or its extension and Area 2
is all of-the city south of gouth 252"'’ Street. Area 1 requires a 35 decibel
reduction and Area 2 requires a 30 decibel reduction. The City has adopted
specific requirements to achieve these reductions. The City of SeaTac refers to
the Port’s Noise Remedy Area Boundaries to define areas of sound attenuation.
The requirements are for new construction and additions to structures. The
requirements in the Neighborh(xxi Reinforcement Area are for bedrooms to
achieve a 35 dB reduction and all other areas must achieve a 30 dB reduction. In
the Standard Insulation Area bedrooms must achieve a 30 dB reduction and all
other areas must achieve a 25 dB reduction. King County requirements are the
same as the City of SeaTac and reference the same Noise Remedy Boundaries.

Land Use Controls Evaluation

e Lmd use plannIng and developnent controls offer ways through which the
county, cities, and the Airport may achieve certain objectives. These lmasures
involve the various opportunities and options that are available for influencing,
directing, managing, and controlling the type and sequence of development
within the Airport environs. The various techniques and mchanisms range
from fee simple land acquisition programs to nnre advanced regulatory
lmchanisms and advisory programs. Each diaerent mchanism is usefUI in
accomplishing desired objectives and can tx used separately or in concert with
others as the situation dictates. The following is a discussion of the land use
planning and control measures available for consideration.

Fee Simple Land Acquisition. Fee shIple land acquisition is often the RUSt
eaective aBans that is available to an airport or community for controlling land
use developnnnt and ensuring coawatibility; it is also the nnst expensive.
Land acquisition can tn accoaphshed through negotiation and purchase from
the owner or through condemnation proceedings. Although it is the imst
expensive, resale for a compatible use or joint purchase with another
governnnnt agency for a compatible public use may help reduce the net cost of
the property.
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Condemnation of property is available to the Port as a means of acquiring
property. Condemnation is subject to the legal 6nding that it is for a public
purpose, although this has traditionally tnen broadly de6ned by the courts. In
fact, the acquisition of airspace by eminent domain is a proper use (Port of
Ot)mI)ia v. Deschutes Animal Clinic, Inc., 1978, 19 Wash. App. 317).
Washington Statutes speci6cally state that land for airports can tn acquired by
eminent domain (RCWA 14.08.030). If condemnation is used.or outright
purchase is made with the assistance of federal fUnds, provisions of the Uniform
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970
(URARPAPA, P.L. 91-M) would apply. The Act stipulates that honnownus
tn granted a payment of up to $22,5(X) to compensate for any differential
tntween the value of the condemnation unit and the cost of comparable
replacement housing. Renters are granted up to 3-1/2 years of rent di#erential.
Renters and owners alike are eligible for nnving expenses. The federal
assistance portion of relocation costs is in the sane proportion as whatever
grant is involved with the condemnation procedure.

The acquisition of property affected or potentially aaected by airport
operations is the lmst eeective and e£ncient aBans of controlling land use in
noise impacted areas. It is possible that compatible public use could
conpensate for the direct expenditure of purchasing the property. It should tx
noted that the acquisition of property is used imre often than not in
circumstances where the noise situation is critical for the continuation of
exkthg uses or where such preventive nnasures as conprehensive planning
and zoning are not working.

8
Zoning. ZI)ning is the nnst traditional approach, and the Hirst comllnn and
widely used legal device to control land use developannt. It can tn cleaned as
“the division of a city (or county) by legislative regulation into districts and the
prescription and application in each district of regulations having to do with
structural and architectural design of buildings and of regulations prescribing
use to which buildings within designated districts may tn put.” This is
accomplished through the adoption of a zoning ordinance, which specifies the
use, size, height, and bulk of structures within each district. The regulation of
land through a zoning ordinance is preIMsed as part of the police power
inherent in the state and delegated to the local jurisdiction through state
enabling legislation. The county and various communities surrounding the
Airport do have the statutory authority to adopt zoning ordinances and maps
(RCWA 36.70.010, 36.70A.(PK) and 35.63.080, and Washington State
Constitution, Article II, §ll). As stated earlier, the communities surrounding
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Sea-Tac have adopted such zoning ordinances, and do control land use within
their respective tnundades.

Zoning is a useful tool for controlling land use development and promoting
compatibility while supporting private land ownership. Zoning cannot be relied
upon as a “corrective measure” as it can only be applied prospectively and not
retroactively. Also, since zoning is a creature of a political b(By and subject to
changing conditions and situations, the zoning classification of any particular
tract of land is always subject to change.

Zoning can also tn used to regulate the height of objects around airports to
prevent hazards to navigation. Washington Statutes speci6cally allow airport
sponsors to hlplenent height ha7ard zoning in certain designated areas within
an airport’s environs to prevent the estabhshnnnt ofha7aTds (RCWA 14.12)
and the Attorney General has stated that zoning of building heights near an
airport is a proper use of police power (Op. Att. Gen. 1953-55, No. 298). The
State of Washington has no spwi6c enabling legislation to allow airports or
airport sponsors to enact zoning ordinances based on aircraft noise or noise
contours. Several states have enacted such enabling legislation, which prevents
the encroachnent ofnoncoapatible land uses within the Airport environs.

In summary, zoning is the anst widely used land use control Imchanism and
oaers an acceptable tool for inplemnting a land use compatibility plan. There
are several state statutes that grant zoning authority, which can have an eaect
on the area around Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, RCWA 36.70. IO,
36.70A.m, 14.12 and 35.63.0a). Zoning can tna title consuming eaort in
that the designation of zoning classi6cations and their inwleaentation must tx
closely nnnitored to ensure continuing conwatibility.

8

Comprehensive Planning. A comprehensive plan is an expression of the
community’s policies and goals toward land use and developnnnt, and serves
as a guide for policy hwlelmntation. As stated earlier, the county and the
communities surrounding the Airport have adopted future land use plans to
guide developrmnt based on Washington Statutes.

In 1990, Washington State enacted the Growth Manageaent Act to address
problems caused by rapid population growth and uncoordinated planning e#orts
throughout the state. The legislation seeks to ensure that population growth and
p]anning for transportation, housing open space and other essential services and
in#astructure make sense and are compatible. The Act provides a process for
siting 'Essential Public Facilities” such as an airport. Two principles of the Act are
“consistency” and “concurrency”. This neans that not only consistent planning
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policies are required amng various county and regional jurisdictions, but that the
timing of such planning must occur in a manner that proImtes the policies. The
legislation currently does not address port authorities and their planning eaons but
does require coordinated conTrehensive plans for the jurisdictions surrounding
Sea-Tac Airport. The Port of Seattle has participated as an ex-o£ncio lmmtnr of
the King County Growth Managenent Policy Council to facilitate coordination of
land use and transportation planning.

A comprehensive plan by itself does little good and cannot control development or
relieve noise inpacts/incompatibilities without inplelmnting a development plan,
but there are other tools available, which will tx discussed subsequently.

Subdivision Regulations. The county and various communities have adopted
sutxiivision regulations pursuant to the statutes outlined aU)ve, which govern
the process of changing raw undeveloped land into sutxbvisions. This is an
exercise of the police power by the local unit of governnnnt, as is the
enacamnt of a zoning ordinance. To tx Imst eKective, sutxiivision regulations
must tn coordinated with the coaTrehensive plan and the zoning ordinance for
proper inpleanntation and goal achievenent. Sutxbvision regulations can tn
used to ensure the granting of an avigation easennnt as part of the building
permit process. In addition, the regulations can tn utilized to control utility
size and placelmnt, street design, and the tiMng of the installation of these
facilities when coupled with a capital iIIprovennnts program it appears that
the sutxhviding of land must tn in conformance with the adopted
coavrehensive plan of a jurisdiction.•
Sutxiivision regulations for the various jurisdictions within the Airport environs
were examined. None of the jurisdictions requires notice of any kind on
sutxiivision plats that the sutxhvision is within the vicinity of an airport and may
experience aircraft noise. In addition, there is no requkenBnt to grant an
avigation easennnt to the jurisdiction for aircraft over flights in any of the
sutxiivision regulations.
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Easements. An easennnt is the right of the owner of land to make lawful and
tnne6cial use of the land of another. It is a limited right, not an estate, or fee,
in the land of another. Easeannts are probably the second anst desirable, after
the fee shIwle acquisition, as a lmans of land use control. EasenBnts can tn
classi6ed as one of two types, depending on what type of interest is involved.
A positive easenBnt is one in which the owner of the easeannt has the right to
do soaBthing with the land, where a negative easeannt is one where the
landowner gives up his right to do soanthing. The right to construct an access
road across soanone’s property is an example of a positive easenent,
conwared to a landowner who gives up his right to build a tower, which is a
negative easenent. Many titus tx)th positive and negative easeannts are
acquired in the sane piece of property.

Easenents may tn acquired through grant, gift, devise, acquisition, or
condemnation. The purchase of an easennnt in goin cases can tn as expensive
as outright fee sin4)Ie purchase. Easeannt acquisition by condemnation is
usually restricted to certain types outlined in state enabling legislation and many
tins noise easements are not specifically mentioned in the legislation.
Washington State case law speci6cally mentions that the acquisition of airspace
by eminent domain is a proper use (Port of Ot)mpia v. Deschutes Animal
Clinic, Inc., 1978, 19 Wash. App. 317).

Avigation easennnts are a prim and commn example of the type of easeaent
commnly required within the Airport environs. An avigation easennnt allows
aircraft to fly over the property, nuke noise, and may limit the height of objects on
the burdened property within approach areas.

e
Building Codes. Building codes are regulations that govern the construction
practices in any given jurisdiction and which must tx followed in order to obtain a
building permit from the governing tx)dy. Adoption of a building code can provide
suitable noise attenuation of new construction throughout the city or county, but
sound attenuation for site-specifIC noise exposure areas is not easily accoawhshed
through the building code. However, certain sound attenuation nnasures can tn
included in the building code and referred to for speci6c areas through the zoning
ordinance and sutxhvision regulations. The code is nnst easily enforced through
the building permt procedure. As stated previously, SeaTac, Des Moines and
King County have speci6c building code provisions addressing sound attenuation.
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Capital Improvements Program. The inplenentation of capital
in4xovennnts often encourages growth and developnent in those areas. To
avoid incoawatible land uses, capital hrTrovenents should tx programIrnd to
encourage compatible developnnnt and discourage incoawatible developaent.
Any programs, which might discourage noise sensitive uses, should tn
undertaken in the identi6ed noise zone. This can tn particularly eaective in
directing industrWcomlmrcial developaBnt to areas, which would tn
inconwatible for residential developnent.

Decision Matrix Figure All, entitled IAND USE MANAGEMENt DECISION
MATRIX, shows the land use control techniques evaluated and the evaluation
criteria used. The andes of comparison are shown as “positive”, “negative”, or
“neutraF’ and are used to show the outconn of an activity (shown on the left)
when conwared with the evaluation criteria (across the top). A positive
comparison denotes a favorable control technique, while a negative conTarison
denotes an unfavorable control technique. The matrix is intended to aid the city
and county administrators in deciding which control techniques are viable.

State Legislation. The following are State of Washington statutes that may
eRect land use planning and compatibility with aircraft operations and airports.

State of Washington, Chapter 173-60 WAC

e Maximum Permissible Environlmntal Noise Levels

Land use
Noise Source

Land Use ofRe6eiving Property
Residential Cormrcial Industrial

Residential
Comlmrcial
Industrial

55 dBA
57
60

57 dBA
60
65

60 dBA
65
70
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e
The maximum permissible levels are:

Reduced by 10 decitnls at night (10 pm to 7 am) when the receiving land
use is residential.
Increased by 15 dBA for up to 1.5 minutes, 10 dBA for up to 5 minutes
and 5 dBA for up to 15 minutes.

Sounds created by aircraft in flight are exempt.

Sounds from engine testing and maintenance are exempt between the hours of 7
am and 10 pm, PROVIDED that aircraft testing and maintenance shall be conducted
at remote sites whenever possible.

State of Washington WAC 248-64-240 “Site Approval (Schools)”

This administrative ccxie establishes noise level conditions for proposed new or
expanded school sites. It is a Permanent Rule of the Board of Health.
The Rule established an hourly LEQ limit of 55 dBA, and an hourly AL limit of 75
dBA during hours when school is in session, except sites exceeding these sound
levels are acceptable if a plan for sound reduction has been submitted and
approved. Also, interior levels are not to exceed 45 dBA.e
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e According ro the technical consultant , this agreement represents the most comprehensive noise
control program of any major international airport in the country. Full implementadon of all Gcse
agreements could result in an overall noise reduction of approximately 50% in terms of the Ldl
noise levels in the communities surrounding the airport

NOTES :

Italics indicate changes to the Draft Package resulting from the Mediation Conunit-
tee meeting on 3131190 .

Symbol "R" on pages eight and nine indicate that some tang tuBe w CH nK)diBed after
March 3 1 , 1990 as the result of ComnteTUS received from the Mediator , bcued upon
the Medtator's notes.e
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SECTION I: NOISE BUDGET

e GOAL

The god of a noise budget is to reduce the overall amount of noise at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport by
encouraging an increued percentage of Stage 3 aircraft at Sea-Tac and the acquisition of Stage 3 aircraft system
wide. Appendix A presents the framework for this draft noise budgel

AGREEMENT 1: The Average Noise Energy Level (ANEL), as defined in Appendix A, will be established
as the formula to be used in the noise budget

AGREEMENT 2: The noise reference data used in the formula is based upon the most up to date version of
the Integrated Noise Model (EW data base as presented in Aplnndix A.

AGREEMENT 3'. The year 2001 will tn the target year for reaching the noise reduction goal.

AGREEMENT 4: The base period will tn develoFd relative to the average daily operations for the month of
August, 1989.

AGREEMENT 5: The Noise Bank will tn 10% to 15% of the August, 1989 allocated base level and is
subject to the same reduction formula consistent with Proposal 8.

AGREEMENT 6'. Airlines whose operations generate less than 55 TCNEL (as defined in Appendix 1) and
international operations will tn considered non-allocated and hot factored into the equa-
tion. Mle: A TCNEL noise level of 55 is equivalent to four landing and takeojf c)cles
of the B727-2(X)/D15QN aircraft during the daytime hours and represents approximately
1% of the total noise as measured in ANEL. Over time, efor ts will be made to reduce the
55 TCNEIL limit.e

AGREE:MENT 7: An individual airline will not nquin a noise'cerdficate if its operations at Sea-Tac exceed
a specified level of Stage 3 aircraft. Initially, this level will tB set between 60% and 80%
and will increase 25% every year to the ultimate percentage of 95%.

AGREEMENT 8: The year 2(X) 1 annual ANEL noise energy will tn reduced by more than 50% from the
base reference ANE=L. ' As illustrated in Appendix A, interim goals for maximwn
permissible ANEL will be established.

AGREEMENT St A finalized draft agreement will tn presented to the airlines by April 21, 1990.

AGREEM EMF 10: The development of administrative and implementation details will be completed by
Octotnr 1, 1990.

AGREEMENT 11: if the noise reduction goal is not met for two consecutive enforcement periods, new
procedures will be examined to achieve the 2001 noise reduction goal.

n,a'G AUrHORFrY: Port of Seatae

e
* (Note: This represents a commitment to at least 35% to 45% reduction from the 1988 annual ANEL.)
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SECTION 11: NIGHTTIME LIMITATIONS

e ma
The goal of the nighttime limitations program is to reduce the noise levels from nighttime turbojet operations by
phasing out the operations of Stage 2 aircraft as set forth in Appendix B.

AGREEMENT 1: The initial hours of the nighttime limitation program will tn set from midnight to 6:CD ain.
with further expansion of these hours over time until the ultimate goal is reached of 10:00
p.m. tol a.m. It is the intent of this agreement to provide for shifts of aircraft operations
from nighttime to daytime that are meaningful and made in 8oodfaith.

AGREEMENT 2: A grandfather period will allow existing Stage 2 operations for the first two years of the
program.* The grandfather period will commence on the date the nighttime limitations
agreement becomes ejective.

AGREEMENT 3: C)Fnradons with ainTaft for which there are no Stage 3 equivalent or retrofits available
can receive a variance until such aircraft or retrofits become available. The Noise Abate-

ment Conudttee will conduct periodic and regular examination of the availability of
retrofIts

AGREEMENT 4: The development of administrative and implementation details will be completed by
(k;totnr 1, 1990.

AGREEMENT 5: This agreement will become ejective on or before October 1 , 1990.

AGREEMENT 6: Reducing nighttime noise is a high priority. EBbrIS to reduce nighttime noise will continue
as possible.e

IMPLEMENTING AUTHORFFY: Port of Seattle

SECTION in: NOISE REMEDY/MITIGATION PROGRAM

mM
This program will increase the efficiency and availability of the noise insulation program so that it will better
serve the needs of a greater numbr of homeowners within the Part 150 Noise Remedy Program area. It will not
reduce noise, but rather will provide additional efforts to mitigate the effects of noise on the community by
providing for a more usable indoor living environmenl Success of this program is therefore measured in turns
of reduced population adversely affected by aircraft noise.

Note . All costs o/the Noise Remedy Program will tn shared 80/20 by the Federal Aviadon Administration and
the Port of Seatlle, respectively.

8 *Grandfather olnradons are defined as Stage 2 flights that have been operated on a regular schedule during a
time period between March 31, 1989 and March 31, 1990.
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A. IN(-'REASE Dq ANNUAL RATE OF INSULATION

e AGREEMENT I'. Contingent upon continued FAA funding of the program, increase the rate of home
insulation from the present 175 pu year to 350 per year. This will require hiring approxi-
manly six additional staff. With completion of the acquisition prom in 1992, the Port
of Seattle will consider phasing in a higher rate of insulation and staffing.

\

i},@LEME}rrING AurHORrrY: Port of S alIIe, Federal Aviation Administration

B. AUDrr PROCEDURE

&ACKGRQUND

High program costs and the lengthy processing time for noise audits currently limit the availability of the Noise
Remedy Program. Current FAA policy requires that each house in the program tB noise audited tx)th before and
after the house has been insulated. Each audit costs 5250 and requires not only appropriate weather conditions,
but also homeowner availability. Each audit process takes about two months to complete. Cunently, approxi-
mately fifteen audits are king completed each month. A reasonably accurate measure of noise intrusion can be
estimated using a representative audit sample and a computer simulation model.

AGREEMENT 1: The Port of Seattle and the Federal Aviation Administration will work together to reduce
the num hr of audits in the Noise Remedy Program area by approximately twc>thirds.
Accuracy of noise attenuation masures will be ensured using a computer model that
simulates the actual audit.e

AGREEMENT 2: if the method for computer simulated audits descritnd in Agreement 1 is found to tn
accurate and successful, the Port of Seattle will explore reducing the penentage of homes
audited further, with an ultimate goal of ten percent [ Any funds saved as a result of this
audit procedure would revert directly.back to the Noise Remedy Program.]

iMPLEMENriNG ALrrHORiw: Port of Seattle, Federal Aviation Administration

C. ENHANCE NOISE REMEDY “COST SHARE” PROGRAM AREA

&ACKGRQUW

C'itizens are reluctant to pay half the costs for a program designed to mitigate a problem they did not directly
cause; there is. therefore little community interest in the noise remedy Cost-Share program.

AGREEMENT 1: Implement standardind insulation package for all houses in the Cost Share area.

IMPLEME}frnqG AurHORrrY: Port of Seattle, Federal Aviation Administration

e
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AGREEMENT 2: Contingent on standardi7ation of the insulation package (see Agreement 1), the Port of
Seattle will pay all of the insulation costs in the current Cost Share Noise Remedy Program
area. (Currently a homeowner is responsible for providing half of the funds.)

e
nva'Ln,m{TTqG AurHORrrY: Port of Searde, Federal Aviation Administration

D. MOBILE HOMES

dB MRQUm

ResidenB within the Part 150 area who live in mobile homes experience extreme amounts of aircraft noise. A
1985 Demonstration Program of the Pon's Noise Remedy Program tested the 'effutiveness of acoustical insula-
don on mobile homes, and found that it is neither a physically nor aesthetically acceptable method of mitigating
the noise problem.

AGREEMENT 1: During the next year the Port of Seattle will continue to explore ways to deal effectively
with mobile homes, especially in cooperation with other governmental entities, and will
produce a report on possible mitigation actions.

IMPLEMENTING AUFHORFFY: Port of Seattle and other governmental agencies

E. HARDSHIP COMMrrTEE

e AGREEMENr 1: A hardship commiuee will tn initiated for the insulation program. This committee will
evaluate requests from applicants for special considaadon due to hardship (medical,
financial, etc.). This committee will decide priority issues only (including criteria), and will
not address policy or budgeting. Cases will tn evaluated individually. The commiau will
tn comprised of tx)th citizens from the Noise Remedy area and Port staff.

IMPLEMENTING AurHORrrY: Port of Seaale. citizen committee

F. PRiORrrY LISTING

&ACKGRQUND

The current priority system, initiated in 1985 based on ruommendadons of a citizen advisory committee, gives
priority to appliants in the noisiest areas and those who have owned their homes the longest, Additional
consideration is given to owners of homes that are adjacent to clear-zone or acquisition areas.

Applicants have complained that the continually evolving insulation schedule , based on the current priority
system, mak£s home improvement planning diftcult.

AGREEMENT 1: The Port will amend the current priority system in conjunction with othu Noise Remedy

e
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improvements to minimize the homeowner’s sense of uncertainty concerning when the
applicant will be accepted. Consideration will be given to the homeowners’ date of applica-
tion to the program. Care will be taken to ensure that homeowners who are already on the
application list for Noise Rented) will not be dropped from the /isI as a result of atV
modifIcations to the priority astern.

e
iwLEMENrING AurHORrrY: Port of Seattle

G. TRANSACTION ASSISTANCE

AGREEMENT 1: Develop a limited program for enhanced aansacdon assistance for homeowners who live
adjacent* to buyout ueas. The Port of Seattle will purchase, insulate, and then resell these

homes. If successful, the program may be expanded.

n,aLG AurHORrrY: Port of Seattle, Federal Aviation Administration

H. PUBLIC BUELDEVGS

&ACKGRQUW

Current FAA reguhdoru ard are language in the FAA's Part 150 document limit pUblic building eligibility for
insulation to public shools and hospitals.

8 AGREEMENT it Expand existing program to provide insulation for additional types of public buildings (eg.
auditoriums, privaie schools, churches, day care centers, libraries, etc.). Pursue amendment
to curTent Part 150 document Port of Seattle will inventory and aarnine the feasibility of
noise monborin8 public buildings that border on the 65 Ian contour, and will investigate
the possibility of imtdaling these buildings if noise levels so warrant.

n,aLG AUrHORiTY: Port of Seaule, Federal Aviation Administration, citizen advisory group

SECTION IV: IMPROVE DUWAMISH/ELLIOTT BAY CORRIDOR
NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES

mM

The god of this action is to minimize jet overnight noise for residential areas adjacent to the Duwamish mott
Bay Corridor.

* For the purposes of this progran a house is adjacent if the property line abws or is directly across the street
from any Sea-Tac Airport property or properTy owned (or to be acquired b)) the Port of Seattle. See Noise
Remedy Program Procedural Guidelines for dia8ranutic emmpte,e
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A. DUWAMiSH/ELLiOTr BAY CORRIDOR PROCEDURES

dBMRQU,ND

• The Duwamish/Elliou Bay Corridor is an essential noise mitigation measure for north flow departure procedures.
Currently, the air traffic controllers provide departure instructions to a pilot and, in most cases, observe the
ahcraft on radar to ensure they remain on assigned paths. Controllers frequently provide radar vectors for
separation of departures. The following actions will improve the Duwamish/Elliott Bay pr(x;edures.

AGREEMENT 1: To provide controllers with better means of guidance, the outlines of Elliott Ba), Bainbridge
and Vashon Islands will be depicted on the Seattle TRACON video map.

AGREEMENT 2: FAA tower directives will direct the controller to vector north departures over Boeing Field
and.Elliott Bay to the maximum extent possible consistent with workload and safety.

AGREEMENT 3: During periods of low activity, special procedures will tn in place for aircraft using the
Duwamish Corridor. Su SECTION V: NiGHTriME FLIGHT CORRIDORS.

AGREEMENT 4: Accuracy in the use of the Duwamish/Elliott Bay Corridor will be monitored by the im-
proved Noise Management System. Su SECTION VII: NOISE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM.

I),al(J AurHORrrY: The Federal Aviation Adminisaadon will implement agreements 1 - 3. The
Port of SeanIe in cooperation with the Federal Aviation Administration will implement the Noise Management
System. Su SECTION VII: NOISE MANAGEMENr SYSTEM.

e
B. Ml(_'ROWAVE LANDnqG SYSTEM

EACKGRQmD

Existing navigational technology cannot provide more accurate use of the Duwamish/Elliou Bay Corridor. A
Microwave Landing System (MLS) can offer possibilities for noise relief measuns, especially in regard to the
Duwamish/Elliou Bay Corridor. TIle MLS is so precise and flexible that pilots and controllers would be able to
contain night tracks within the Duwamish/Elliou Bay Corridor virtually all the time.

At this time, the FAA plans to transition from the lisaument Landing System (ILS) to the international standard
MLS by January 1, 1998. In order for the MLS to operate, instrumentation will need to be installed in each
aircrafl

AGREEMENT 1: Request that the FAA designate Sea-Tac as a demonstration project for the Microwave
Landing System.

AGREEMEFfr }'. When federal progress on this issue occurs, the Port will work with the FAA to establish a
program and target dates for phase-in. The program would include a schedule for phase-in
of navigational aids and air traffic conDol procedures. The Port will consider a program of
incentives to carriers that accelerate implementation.

M)LEMENFING AUFHORFFY: Port of Seattle and Federal Aviation Administration

•
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SECTION V:
;

NIGHTTIME FLIGHT CORRIDORS

ma
e The goal of these actions is to minimize the noise impacts from aircraft operations during the most noise

sensitive periods (nighttime) by optimizing the use of areas of less noise sensitive land use. Specifically, the
goal is to reduce the single-event disturbances from nighttime operations in the communities north of Boeing
Field and surrounding Elliott Bay.

It is the intent of this section to sharpen departure tracks through the Duwantish Corridor during nighttime
hours. Any changes made are conditional upon assurance that the goal of reducing noise can be achieved. This
section is not intended to address the nighttime curfew on north flow east turn departures.

dBKmU.ND

This program of actions consists of spuific nighttime prmeduns that can be implemented due to the low traffic
volumes from Boeing Field at nighl The NOISE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM as described in SECTION VH,
will tn used to monitor compliance with these procedures.

AGREEMENT it During those nighttime hours when aa$1c is light enough to permit rc IInearly 70 PM to 6
AM) aircraft using the D UWarniS}I Corridor and Elliott Bay will in turned at Boeing Field.
Traffic using Boeing Field during these nighttime hours is minimal and can te more euily
coordinated with Sea-Tac to ensure a safe and efficient operation.

AGREEMENT 2'. During those ni8httime hours when traflc is light enough to permit , turbojet aircraft depart
north through Elliou Bay and proceed on course utilizing the following routes out of dIe
terminal area. Note, these represent approximate tracks, as different'aircraft will reach
10,(XX) feet at different distances hr)m the airport

8 a. Eastbound and Canada destination aircraft shall proceed westbound over Elliott Bay
then northbound over Puget Sound until reaching 10,(XX) feet or the SEA 20 NM DME
Rx / SEA 320 radial, whichever comes first, then turn eastbound or continue north on
course.

b. Aircraft pru%ding to Alaska or the Pacific Rim, shall proceed westtx)und over Elliott
Bay then northbound OVer Puget Sound until reaching the SEA 20 NM DME Fix /
SEA 320 radial at or atx)ve 10,CXX) feet before being turned westlx)und to cross the
shoreline on course.

C. Aircraft with south or southeast tx)und destinations shall procud westbound over
Elliott Bay then southtx)und over Puget Sound until crossing the SEA 12 NM DME
Fix / SEA 220 radial at or aIx)ve 10,m feet before being turned eastbound to cross
the shoreline on course.

Note - the SEA 20 NM DME Hx / 320 radial and the SEA 12 NM DME Fix / 220 radial are approd-
mate reference points and could change slightly when final flight uack chang b completed

IMPLEMENFING AUFHORFFY: Federal Aviation Administration

e
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SECTION VI: CONTROL OF GROUND NOISE

e ma
The goal of this noise abatement action is to control and reduce the amount of ground noise from the airport both
in terms of peak sound' leVels as well as the duration of the noise events. Although the focus of this action is to
conaol nighttime ground noise there will also tn some tnnefits in reducing ground noise during the daytime
hours

&ACKGRQWD

This noise abatement goal will be accomplished through implementation of a variety of measures that address

the different sources of ground based noise. The potential change in noise from this action will be most effective
in the close-in areas, although during certain meteorological conditions these changes will be noticed at more
distant Imadons. TIle lin noise levels at the close-in areas are estimated to be nduced by 05 to 2 dBA as a
result of these actions. . Although the most significant improvements are anticipated to be in terms of reductions
in the occasional single event disturbances, these occunnces during nighttime hours can be considerably
anno}fjng

AGREEMENT 1: Prohibit the use of powuback procedures from the gates. Only American Airlines and
TWA currently conduct powerback procedures. This would tn implemented through a
voluntary agreement or, if necessary, by amending the airport’s rules and regulations to
prohibit powed>ack prwedures.

IMPLEMENTING AUFHORFFY: Port of Seattle

e AGREEMENT 2: Turtx>jet engine maintenance run-up restrictions will be enhanced by developing a mecha-
nim for identifying violators of current rules and regulations governing this activity. This
will also include a program of pnahdes to tnapplied against violators in a scaled format
that will range ftorn a lean of reprimand to fines for continued violations within a specified
period of time.

IMPLEMENTTNG AUrHORFTY: Poa of Seatde, Airlines

AGRE:E:MENr 3: if any additional maintenance base is developed at the airport it will require the provision of
an engine '’hushing- facility or hush house. The hush house would provide the capacity to
abate the noise of the engine maintenance run-ups.

IMPLEMENTING AUTHORFFY: Port of Seatae

AGREEMENr A'. Evaluate the effectiveness of reduced use of thrust nversers in conjunction wi//1 the devel.
opulent of additional exit taxiways under consideration in the on-going FAA sponsored
study on airfield improvements. Additionally , in conjunction wah ejforts to examine the
possibility of such edt tadways, minimize the noise impacts of thrust revenen for brahng
of turbojet ainTaft by publishing and distHbudng an AT .PA pilot briefing sheet which
provides guidance to pilots for minimizing use of thrust reversals_

8 iMPLEMENriNG AurHORrrY: Port of SeaaJe
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AGREEMENT S'. Limit the use'of auxiliary power units (APU) particulady during the nighttime hours. ManY
operators currently have fixed power systems available at their gates. This action addresses

those operators who do not have these systems. The Port will negotiate with the operators
for installation of fixed power systems or use of ground power units. In the interim,
operators will be asked to limit use of APUs to a minimum during the hours between 24CX)
and CB(X).

e
iMPLEMENriNG AUTHORITY: Port of Seattle

AGREEMENT 6'. At this time it is not practical or feasible to install sound berms or barBers due to the unique
meteorological conditions of Seattle, the topography of the la:aI area, the cost effectiveness
of this action, as well as the lack of space available on airport property. The Port will
continue monitoring advances in this technology to determine if any future action would
provide meaningful noise reduction tnnefits to adjacent communities.

SECTION VH: NOISE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

ma
Implementation of a noise management system will make it possible to monitor the effectiveness of and comF)Ii-
ance with the noise abatement actions that are develolnd thIDugh mediation, and to produce objective data for
use as the airlines, FAA and Port officials work to resolve issues of noncompliance.e
&ACKGRQUHD

Sea-Tac's current flight tracking system was one of the fIrst in the country and does not have the capabilities to
be used on a constant basis to track all individual aircrafl The large amounts of flight track data necessary to do
this cannot be provided by the existing computer hardware and software system.

Tbc new noise management system will be tailored to met the nquinments of programs that are unique to
SeaN& For example, improving the Duwamish Corridor noise abatement procedures can tn validated by an
updated airport flight track and noise monitoring system and the aircraft identification sytem can tn used to
monitor compliance with the Noise Budget or Nighttime Limitations. Beause of the long lead times necessary
for designing and prmunng a fully develolnd, multi<omponent system, Tier 1 is presented as an interim
monitoring program. Tier 2 is a much more complex, entirely new system that will fully meet the monitoring
needs of the noise abatement actions and programs developed thlough mediation. Work can &gin on Tier 2
while Tier 1 is being implemented and used.

The NoM Management System might eventually include the following components: enhanced noise monitoring,
enhanced flight tracking. aircraft identification, monitoring of FAA air traffic Tower tapes, and modified noise
complaint prmessing.

e
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AGREEMENT 1: TIER 1: EXPAND EXISTFyG FLIGHT TRACK MONrrORiNG SYSTEM

e After gaining agreement with the FAA for use of the ARTS IlIA data on disk packs, use an
outside service to transfer the ARTS data from thedisk packs to 9-track tapes that are
directly readable by the Port of Seattle computer. This data is then analysed using the Port’s
existing software.

The program goal is to monitor one 24-hour pericxi (randomly selected) of flight track data,

per week The time estimate for completing processing of a 24-hour sample is two to three
weeks.

When the capabilities of the system have been determined, additional days may be added.
The maximum amount of data that can be processed with this system is estimated to be 3
days per week

After testing, the Tier 1 system will tn implemented This program includes:

& Establishing criteria for monitoring compliance with procedures included
in this agreemenl

b. Develop a regular report on compliance. Distribute reports to the FAA
and to each airline.

C.

d

If an on-going compliance problem is identified for a particular airline, the
chief pilot will tB contacted directly.

A summary of flight track monitoring raults will be published quarterly in
the Sea-Tac Forum newsletter and reported to the Noise Abatement
Committee.e

IMPLEMENTING AUFHORFFY: TIle primary nsponsibihty belongs to the Port of Seattle. Tbc FAA's
responsibility is to provide prompt transfer of the necessary data and cooperation in system
integration and tlse. Airline£

AGREEMENT 2: TIER 2: DEVELOP NEW COMPREHENSIVE NOISE MANAGEMENr SYSTEM

Evaluate systems available for reading and prwessing ARTS data on a daily basis. These
systems generally include a disk pack leader, dedicated computer and software programs for
tape translation, ARTS prmessing and compliance reports. In addition, the system must be
able to provide information concerning (1) aircraft flight track maps on a daily bags; (2)
flight track data for individual ainraft; (3) altitude profile analysis; (4) determine level of
airaaft operations by type and airline; and (5) integration of tower voice tapes to determine
instructions given to the pilot for actions under investigation. Finally, a system nquinment
will tn expandable capabilities to correlate noise monitoring data

e
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Identify and implement the new flight track monitoring program. This will include the
following:

e a. Prompt evaluation of Hotliie complaints reguding compliance problems with noise
abatement procedures included in this agnernent Integrate flight track data with
noise monitoring and taped Tower instructions.

b. Short reports will be developed for each incident and accompanied by supporting
data if a problem is discovered, the airline or the FAA will be contacted and the
data supplied to the responsible party. Reports and follow-up information will te
supplied to the caller.

C. Publish monthly summary ofnoncomplying incidents and responsible parties in dIe
Sea-Tac Forum Newsletter and release summaries in the form of a quarterly news
release.

iMPLEMENriNG AUFHORFFY: Port of Seattle has the primary responsibility. The FAA’s responsibility is to
provide on-going support of this program through an agreement to use the ARTS data and to
provide prompt t{ansfer of the data

AGREEMENT 3: TEER 3: PWEGRATE NOISE AND FLiGHr TRACK MONrroRnqG

dBKG.RQWD

e The Pon's current noise monitoring system has ken in operation since 1979. It consists of 1 1 remote sites within
the Pan 150 are& It's primary capability is to measure daily lin noise levels.

In this action, the noise monitoring system will tn evaluated for expansion and software will tx obtained to
correlate single event noise level data with individual aircraft operations related to specific flight procedues.

AGREEMEirr BX'. Relocate the noise monitoring central processing information center to a

more public area of the airport to provide public viewing.

AGREEMENr 3B: Publish reports of the noise monitoring data on regular basis.

AGREEMENT BC'. Evaluate integration of the noise monitoring data with flight track darn .

AGREEMEIfr BV: Evaluate the capability of the current system to be expanded for remote
sites noted in Tierl.

AGREEMENr 3D Upgrade or replace the noise monitoring system based on nsuIB of
Agreements 3C & 3D.

AGREEME Ifr 3F: Generate annual contour report using the Integrated Noise Model.

IMPLEMENFING AUIHORFFY: Port of Seattle

e
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SECTION VIII: FLIGHT TRACK MANAGEMENT

• The Mediation CornInittee or its designees will have until April 30, 1990 to reach agreement on east turn flight track
mod$cations. If there is agreement on modifIcations, the Port will seek the concurrence of afected local jurisdictions
within 30 days.

All members of the colnmuniry caucus will have the opportunity to participate in the discussions and to concur in any
agreement. The agreement will be forwarded to the Noise Abaternent Committee.

The Port and FAA will assist in the discussions and the Port will seek to provide necessary technical assistance.

If there is iv such agreement or if such concurrence is not forthcoming, the remainder of this package agreement shall
stand and the following statement shall be appended to the "Statement Regarding Flight Tracks" .

Whereas certain of the puticipaus including the airlines industry and some communities favor new multiple
flight tracks and others favor maiNaildng existing flight tracks; and,

It is understood that the FAA has the legal authority to initiate such changes as it deems appropriate. However, their
agreement will be sought to ensue the implemelualion of any agreed upon modifIcatiOns

STATEMENT REGARDING FLIGHT TRACKS

Whereas the Mediation Cowrdttee has considered the impacts of existing and proposed flight tracks within the carltext
of noIse abatewunt . di$'erential impacts on commwLities , ejfrcienc) and safety ; and,

Whereas certain of the interests. including the airlines industry , favor and anticipate implementation of the FAA's
airspace enhancement plan, and other interests, including certain communities do not favor its implementation; and,e
Whereas despite their best ejforts, participants in the mediation process have been unable to agree upon changes in
flighl tracks thaI are acceptable to all p©ticipanIsi and,

Whereas it is understood that the FAA has the legal authority to make such changes as it mv deem appropriate,

Therefore rv changes to flight tracks are endorsed by this mediation process and it is futher understood that these
recommendations stand in the absence of such an agreement.

14



SECTION IX: CONTROL NOISE FROM MOST ANNOYING
OPERATIONSe mM

This action is meant to control or eliminate particular single event operations that occur on a continuing basis and
that are the object of community complaints. While the Port will be the implementing party, success of this
action will depend on the cooperation of boar dre FAA urd Ure &lines.

The Sea-Tac Aircraft Noise Hotline will tn the primary tHI for use in identifying which operations are most
annoying to the community.

AGREEMENT it The Hotline complaint form and computer program will be mcxiified to enable staff to
crosscheck or son complaints in a way that will help in associating apparently unrelated
cornplaints with one specific operation or event

AGREEMENT 2'. The Noise Management System will tn used to assist in identifying the object of the
complaint or assistance will tn requested from the FAA.

AGREEMEifr B'. When the airline has ben identified, the Port will contact it or the FAA to make the pardes
aware of the spuific noise concern and to attempt to reach a solution.

IMPL£MEbFFING AUTHORFTY: The Port of Seattle has the primary responsibility for implementing this
measure. Assistance for Agreement 2 may tn nquind bom the FAA if identification is not
Wssible during Her 1 of the flight track monitoring program. The success of this program
depends on the ccnperation of the airlines and the FAA in trying to reach solutions.

e
SECTION X: INITIATE NOISE ABATEMENT COMMITTEE

ma
Tbc goal of an on-going committee is to insure that implementation of mediated programs is progressing as

exWted. It is the intent that this Committee be formed to adequately represent the interests to this agreemeN in
a balanced manner.

AGREEMENT 1: A committee designated by the mediation committee will meet at regularly scheduled
intervals to review and comment on reports related to mediated noise abatement programs.
Initially, meetings will focus on implementation progress, with the committee advising on
the resolution of unanticipated implementation problems. After all programs are success-
fully implemented, meetings will focus on results of the various airport use regulations such
as the noise budget and nighttime hmiudons and on the results of the monitoring activites.
The committee will tn considered a standing committee. Original committee memtn:rs will
determine the rules under which the committee will operate. The purpose , procedures and
groundrules for the Noise Abatement COTn17dttee are outlined in Appendix C .

8
iMPL£MnVF AUFHORFFY; Port of SHale
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SECTION XI: C'HANGES IN PRESENT C'ONDITIONS

e For nvst pwties to this mediation agreement there are one or more issues oj$1ndamental importance which
comtitute the b©is for moving ahead with this overall package. Any signifIcant change in such an issue of
Alamuntal importance to any party to this agreement from the manner in which this issue is treated in these
reconunendations or in the environment within which these agreements were reached would permit the ajected
IJury to reconsider its support for the package and relieve itself from the commitments undertaken in this
agreement

Should a party afected by this agreement believe that such signifIcant change has occured, they shall so inform
the Noke Abatement Comlnhte i. The Committee shall have 30 days in which to address and seek to resolve this
issue ,

SECTION XII: PROCESS

Airport sta#, with the assistance of members of the Options Subcommittee, the technical consultants and the
mediators shall prepare a fInal draft of the recommendations b) April 21, 1990. That dfaft shan be within the
spirit of and any specifIC provisions contained in these draft recommendations.

The Airport staf shall prepare, in discussion with appropriate parties and authorities , procedures and agree-
ments to inplemeru and administer this agreement by the dates specifIed in these recownendatioru (ie. noise
budget and nighttime limitations by October 1 . 1990).

The Noise Abatement Committee (NAC) shall be established imnedialely and shall initially be composed of
members of the Options Subcommittee. (Procedures and groundrules for the NAC including the change of
membership etc. will be included in the April 21 reconwunddiom.) An initial responsibility of the Noise
Abatenunt Conunittee shall be to focus on the progress in developing the implementation and administrative
agreements.

e
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APPENDK C':

e
PURPOSE

TIle purpose of the Sea-Tac Noise Abatement Committee (SNAG) is to provide advice, oversight and continuity during
the development, implementation, and duration of the Noise Abatement actions agreed to by the Mediation Committee
on March 31, 1990.

PROCEDURES

Meetings: Meetings will initially be held on every two months, and will tn facilitated by Port of Seattle staff. Red-
sions to the meeting schedule may tn nquesDd by the Sea-Tac Noise Abatement Commitlee. Participation in the
discussions will tn limited to mem hrs of SNAC, although mudngs will be open to the public. Meetings will be held
at Sea-Tac International Airport unless otherwise stated. Staff support, including provision of agendas and minutes,
will in provided by the Port of Seattle.

GROUND RULES

Melllbership:
Memtxrship is to be established and maintained in such a manner as to ensure adequate and balanced representation of
the Mediation Committee interests. Initially, rnemtnnhip will be composed of membus of the Options Sutx;ommittee
of the Mediation Committee, who will te appointed by the Port Commission to serve a term not to exceed two years.

e As a memtnr’s term expires, or in the event that a member needs to be replaced before the conclusion of his or her
term, a replacement will tn selected baSed on pruedures determined by the full Noise Abatement Committee.
Nominations will tn confirmed by the Port of Seattle Commission.

TIle fast priority of the Airport Noise Abatement Committee will tn to atablish the ground rules under which the

committee will operate. These ground rules will addnss such issues as prmedures for muting conduct, membership
requuements, etc.

Agenda:
Initial agendas will focus on establishment of ground rules and implemetadon progras, with the committee advising
on the resolution of unanticipated implementation problems. After all programs are successfully implanented,
mudngs will focus on results of the various airport use regulations such as the noise budget and nighttime limitations,
and on the results of the monitoring activities. The committee will provide continued review and comment on reports
relared to mediated noise abatement proglam£

e
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